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1.1 Litho Process and Challenges
Since the invention of the integrated circuit (IC) in 1958, Moore’s law has de-
scribed the unprecedented march of innovation as chip features have become ex-
ponentially smaller and the number of transistors exponentially larger. The trend
has continued for half a century and is not expected to stop for a decade at least
and perhaps much longer. Today the most advanced circuits contain several hun-
dred million components on an area no larger than a fingernail. While the invention
and innovation of process steps has been the fundamental enabler of Moore’s law’s
continuity, photolithography has been pushed the most in recent technology genera-
tions. It is worthwhile to mention the famous Rayleigh equation that governs optical
lithography:
R = k1 × λ/NA (1.1)
In Equation 1.1, R is the minimum feature width that we want to resolve. k1
is a process dependent adjustment factor. λ is the wavelength of light that is used
to pattern an integrated circuit layout onto silicon. The opening angle of a lens




NA = n × sin(θmax), where n is the refractive index of the imaging
medium. When the imaging medium is air, n=1.0.
(see Figure 1.1 for detailed definitions). For earlier process technologies, the ratio
of target resolution to optical resolution, measured at λ/n, has remained above, or
at least at, unity. The wavelength of light has been changed at least four times,
ranging from Hg-arc lamps to excimer laser-based systems, and is now operating in
DUV (Deep-UV) at 193 nm. As indicated in Figure 1.2, starting at the 350 nm
generation, engineers face the challenges of dealing with features printed at less than
λ, with k1 factors approaching 0.3 or even below - where k1=0.25 is the theoretical
lower limit for single exposure optical lithography. In this type of sub-wavelength
lithography, the projecting light passing through a diffraction limited system results
in severe distortion of patterns printed on silicon compared to those created in the
semiconductor physical design process. As illustrated in Figure 1.3, distortion effects
impact pattern fidelity and edge placement on silicon, and in the worst case can even
eliminate patterns entirely due to contrast zones. Figure 1.4 shows the improved
pattern fidelity with a commonly used resolution enhancement technologies (RETs)
3
Figure 1.2: Roadmap of wavelength vs. feature size.
- OPC (optical proximity correction) [1].
Besides the difficulties of maintaining feature fidelity, future technology nodes are
expected to see increased process variation and decreased predictability of nanometer-
scale circuit performance [2]. Despite the relaxation of some 3σ tolerances, there are
no known solutions for a number of near-term variability control requirements ac-
cording to the ITRS (International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors) [2].
Moreover, observation of key markets that drive the semiconductor industry reveals
the potentially large impact of variability on the value of semiconductor products.
Semiconductor enterprises must be cognizant of the different risks and ROI (Re-
turn on Investment) opportunities from, e.g., an extra increment of Tox or Leff CD
(Critical Dimension) control (see Table 1.1), versus new design for value technolo-
gies, versus revised performance targets for products, etc. All of these have brought
about the need for correction techniques to enhance resolution and avoid unaccept-
ably high circuit and critical path performance variation [3]. Resolution enhancement
techniques (RETs) that address three degrees of freedom in lithography, aperture,
4
Figure 1.3:
Ideal layout (left) can be significantly distarted after wafer processing
and etching (right) [1].
Figure 1.4:
Layout modified with OPC to “pre-compensate” for process distortions
[1].
phase, and/or pattern uniformity, are increasingly adopted in nanometer-scale design
(i.e., 130 nm processes and beyond) with respect to not only the number of mask
levels incorporating RETs but also the variety of techniques applied.
Due to the technological challenges of controllably printing very small features,
the non-recurring engineering (NRE) and turn-around time (TAT) costs of correction
(optical proximity correction (OPC), phase-shifting, dummy features) are very high
in terms of design time and mask yield/verification. Many costs (yield, mask writing
time, data volume, etc.) are directly proportional to the complexity of the shapes
needed on the masks (e.g., Figure 1.5) shows the mask data volume for a 45 nm
design is projected to be 33X larger than for a 180 nm design). Mask writing time
has increased from just a few days to over a month due to RET complexity [5]. This
brings up an important relationship between design and lithography costs, namely
5
Table 1.1:
The ITRS requirement of gate dimension variation control is becoming
more stringent as the technology scales [2]. MPU, micro-processor unit.
Year 2005 2007 2010 2013
Technology Node 90 nm 65 nm 45 nm 32 nm
MPU gate length 32 nm 25 nm 18 nm 13 nm
MPU Gate CD 3σ 3.3 nm 2.6 nm 1.9 nm 1.3 nm
Figure 1.5: Mask data volume as the technology scales [4].
that the total cost to produce low-volume parts (such as most ASIC designs) is
dominated by mask costs [6].
1.2 Various RETs
Figure 1.6 showed four basic properties: wavelength, amplitude, phase, and direc-
tion. RET (resolution enhancement technology) is wavefront engineering to enhance
Figure 1.6: Properties of a wave: wavelength, amplitude, phase, and direction.
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Figure 1.7:
Idealized pupil maps for various a) conventional and off-axis illumina-
tion schemes: b) annular; c) “fourfold” source; d) “separated” source; e)
quadrupole; f) “CAUEST”; g) quasar; and h) dipole.
lithography by controlling these levers.
• Wavelength. In lithography, wavelength is set by the choice of light source,
and it has been significantly shifted from 365 nm to 193 nm to achieve smaller
resolutions since the 80’s. However, if λ has to be further reduced to go beyond
the limits of resolution, light is increasingly absorbed by practically any ma-
terial so that it is impossible to build a refractive optics for small wavelength.
It is expected that with immersion tools operating for instance at 193 nm, a
resolution of 50 nm and below can be achieved.
• Direction. Different illumination types (see Figure 1.7) are used to change the
direction of the wavefront to achieve the ultimate resolution of k1=0.25. These
techniques are referred to as OAI (off-axis illumination) and the principles are
illustrated in Figure 1.8. As the resolution on the mask becomes small, the
diffracted angle resulting from the first-order light becomes so large that it is
beyond the acceptance of the exposure lens making the image contrast zero.
OAI improves the contrast of the image by transmitting more of the diffracted
orders through the lens. The angle of OAI is a function of feature pitch, which
7
leads to a well known phenomenon that the lithographic benefit afforded by OAI
erodes as feature pitches vary from the one that the illumination angle has been
optimized for. To prevent this loss of process window, dummy features (or sub-
resolution assist features (SRAFs)) are added to the layout to lithographically
emulate the primary pitch as mentioned in the next paragraph.
• Amplitude. Amplitude control comes from changing the shapes of the geometry
openings. This technique is known as OPC (optical proximity correction),
which include two types: rule-based OPC and model-based OPC. Rule-based
OPC applies corrections to the mask based on a predetermined set of rules.
Originally only rule-based OPC was needed, e.g., iso-dense biasing, line end
extensions or serif additions, and SRAFs insertion (see Figure 1.9). It worked
well for simple and moderate needs. From 130 nm technology onwards, rule-
based OPC has given way to model-based OPC which uses process simulation to
determine corrections to the masks. These corrections, generated in accordance
with the results of these simulations, generally provide more accuracy and leads
to higher yield at the expense of higher cost and longer run time. Most of the
time, a hybrid flow of rule-based OPC followed by model-based OPC is adopted
for best performance (illustrated in Figure 1.10).
• Phase. Phase shifting masks (PSMs) [8] are used to create interference fringes
on the wafer that boost contrast, enabling extremely small features. It has been
demonstrated for a variety of applications, and has been used to manufacture
commercial devices. Many techniques for phase shifting and phase assignment
algorithms have been demonstrated [9]. This technique, however, often results
in conflicting phase assignment on layout regions, which can potentially be
8
Figure 1.8: Principle of OAI [7].
resolved by enforcing radically restricted design rules (RDRs).
1.3 Modeling Process Variation in Design
Although various RETs have been deployed to enhance feature resolution and im-
prove chip yield, these modifications, significantly affected chip performance. There
have been efforts to consider process variation of parameters such as gate CD, ox-
ide thickness, metal width and thickness, temperature, voltage, etc., during circuit
performance analysis at the design stage but this requires proper modeling of the
variabilities [10; 11; 12]. The most common approach to modeling variability, typi-
cally aimed at speed/frequency prediction, is based on “worst case scenarios” (corner
cases). This approach assumes all parameters are independent and hence yields
overly pessimistic simulations, making the design unnecessarily difficult [13; 14].
Other approaches seek to provide more accurate variability modeling by considering
its sources in more detail. Treated statistically, process variations are modeled using
a probabilistic framework with effort to accurately model correlations [14; 15]. More
than 50% of Lgate variation is due to systematic sources [16], which can be modeled
9
accurately once the physical layout is completed. In fact, assumptions about the
Lgate distribution in Monte Carlo simulations and statistical timing analysis in gen-
eral, could be made more rigorous by considering realistic systematic contributions
(the majority of which arises due to proximity effects) to the overall process varia-
tion [51; 17; 18]. With measured data, [51] show a significant systematic intra-chip
variability of Lgate leading to large circuit path delay variation. That work estimates
the location-dependent Lgate variation by classifying the layout patterns within 5
categories; in actuality there are many more relevant scenarios, complicating the
approach. References [17; 18] use aerial image process simulations to account for
systematic Lgate variations; however, these simulations are limited to fixed layout
patterns and cannot be expanded to full-chip timing analysis. In [19] the authors
propose a systematic variation-aware static timing methodology using library-based
OPC. However, at the full-chip level OPC features applied to a given library cell
will not be identical across all instances and depend largely on neighboring geome-
tries. This approach therefore loses the advantage of model-based OPC, particularly
considering those cells with small sizes (in which OPC applied throughout the cell
can easily be impacted by neighboring patterns) and high frequency of occurrence
on critical paths (e.g., inverters, NANDs) sacrificing the accuracy claimed in their
static timing analysis. It is necessary to investigate the impact of modifications on
post-signoff designs (especially OPC) given that new steps emerging in advance tech-
nologies will notably change performance specs and therefore should be considered
in the pre-signoff design flow.
Although RETs have historically been strictly a post-layout procedure, they now
need to become part of a cohesive design flow in which libraries and layouts are
optimized directly based on conflicts discovered by the RET tool [20]. This “trickle-
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Figure 1.9: SRAFs help maintain process windows for certain pitch ranges.
down” effect of RETs towards the design process also yields more conservative design
rules, particularly for the critical polysilicon layer. In particular, the ability to print
very tight pitches as well as print a wide range of pitches in a given layer is very
difficult for subwavelength lithographic systems. As a result, there is a trend to-
wards limiting the range of allowed pitches in the polysilicon layer [21]. This type
of restricted design rule (RDR) seeks to enforce a particular style of layout that is
known to be highly manufacturable. As with any design rule, it is a tradeoff between
manufacturability and performance, where performance can be measured as layout
density, delay, power, etc. By nature, these RDRs seek to push the tradeoff more
in favor of the manufacturing side, sacrificing performance in the process. Despite
the move towards RDRs, there has been no comprehensive and systematic study of
their expected impact on manufacturability and performance. On the other hand,
RDRs may over constrain certain design layout and sacrifice the benefits achievable
by technology scaling. The use of flexible design rules (FDRs - this approach starts
with a RDR-compliant layout and relaxes the rules to recover area in the printability
sweet spots, as well as tightens the rules in the hotspot regions) should be considered
when RDRs alone are not sufficient to guarantee high yield or waste too much chip
11
Figure 1.10: Model-based OPC on SRAF layout.
area.
1.4 Thesis Outline
This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter II, we first establish a framework for
assessing the impact of process variation on circuit performance, product value and
return on investment across various technologies. Elements of our framework include
accurate device models and circuit simulation, along with Monte-Carlo analyses, to
estimate parametric yields. We evaluate the merits of considering such previously
unconsidered phenomena as correlations among process parameters. We also evaluate
the impact of process variation with respect to such relevant metrics as parametric
yield at selling point, amount of required design guardbanding, and inferred process
variation control. Performance variation trends along with technology scaling in
terms of the degree of control level in process variation and changes in number of
critical paths is also presented.
Using the framework mentioned above, gate CD variation is identified as the most
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important parameter on which performance shows most sensitivity. To address this
effect and to meet the stringent ITRS requirement of gate CD 3σ control while ob-
taining the lowest cost of ownership (CoO), Chapter III describes a novel minimum
cost of correction (MinCorr) methodology. This approach determines the level of
correction of each layout feature such that prescribed parametric yield is attained
with minimum RET cost. This flow is implemented with model-based OPC explicitly
driven by timing constraints. We apply a mathematical programming-based slack
budgeting algorithm to determine OPC level for all polysilicon gate geometries. De-
signs using this methodology show up to 20% MEBES data volume reduction and
39% OPC runtime improvement.
Chapter IV uses state-of-art process control techniques to analyze the impact
of systematic correction residual errors on a microprocessor’s speedpath skew. A
platform is created for diagnosing and improving OPC quality on gates with specific
functionality such as critical gates or matching transistors. With the more accurate
timing analysis we highlight the necessity of a post-OPC verification embedded design
flow.
After this in Chapter V and Chapter VI, we show a framework to quantify the
performance, manufacturability and mask cost impact of globally applying several
common restrictive design rules (RDRs) to reduce pitch size induced process varia-
tions. At the end, a practical hybrid method for adapting restricted design rules and
flexible design rules based on pattern matching are presented. In this way, we may
greatly leverage learning from manufacture side to best use the design space for yield
enhancement and performance improvement.
Finally, conclusions and directions for future work are given in Chapter VII.
CHAPTER II
Design Sensitivities to Variability
2.1 Introduction
Aggressive technology scaling has introduced new variation sources and made
process variation control more difficult. As a result, semiconductor manufacturing
equipment will be strained to maintain constant process variation levels in future
technology nodes. Despite the relaxation of some 3σ tolerances, there are no known
solutions for a number of near-term variability control requirements (according to
the ITRS [2]). Moreover, observation of key markets that drive the semiconductor
industry reveals the potentially large impact of variability on the value of semicon-
ductor products. Semiconductor enterprises must be cognizant of the different risks
and ROI opportunities from, e.g., an extra increment of Tox or Leff CD control,
versus new design for value design technologies, versus revised performance targets
for products, etc. In this chapter, we describe key elements of a framework that will
allow the semiconductor industry to assess the impact of process variation on cir-
cuit performance, manufacturing cost, and product value in nanometer technologies
(130nm through 70nm). Our framework is built on accurate circuit design models,
statistical models of process variation, a combination of circuit simulators and an-
alytical performance models, and application of Monte Carlo analyses to estimate
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parametric yields. We evaluate the merits of taking into account previously uncon-
sidered phenomena such as correlations among process parameters. We also evaluate
the impact of process variation with respect to such metrics as parametric yield at
selling point, amount of required design guardbanding, and inferred process control
for desired design guardbanding. Key contributions of our work include:
• a more comprehensive modeling of process variation according to the caus-
ing sources, with different handling of die-to-die (D2D) and within-die (WID)
variations;
• accurate models of correlations of variation;
• realistic and quantified projection to future process nodes of the impact of
variability on critical-path delays; and
• analysis of the sensitivity of performance variation to improved control of in-
dividual device parameters and variation sources, measured by change in the
number of “sellable” chips produced, extent of guardbanding required to meet
a given parametric yield target, and inferred process variation control for the
desired design guardbanding.
Our experimental results yield surprising insights into the scaling of process vari-
ation impacts through the next two ITRS technology nodes, as well as the priori-
tization of various areas for future technology investment. The latter type of con-
tribution, even if not fully achieved by this initial work, is required for principled
allocation of R&D resources among multiple semiconductor supplier industries to
solve the variability problem (cf. “shared red bricks” [22]) 1.
1Sources at a major semiconductor vendor indicated that substantial effort and capital has been
invested for Vth control because of its huge impact on design performance. This anecdotal evidence
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2.2 Taxonomy of Variation
Circuit variability refers to deviations of either process or circuit parameters (e.g.,
Leff , Vdd, conductor thickness, etc.) from nominal values. It is introduced either
during chip fabrication or due to circuit operation. Based on the inherent spatial
scales of such variability, it is often characterized as either within-die or die-to-die
variation. In this study, we consider the impact of both types of variations. The
taxonomy of variability used in our framework is as follows.
• D2D Variation. D2D variation affects each element on a chip equally and adds
a random effect across the wafer. This variation determines the nominal value
of each parameter on the die with these values differing among chips across
the wafer and from wafer to wafer. D2D variation is estimated to comprise
approximately 50% of the total CD variance for today’s technology generations
[30]. It is mostly design-independent and is related to equipment properties,
wafer placement, processing temperatures, etc. [31]. For simplicity, we only
model D2D variations due to random effects (i.e., we ignore systematic D2D
effects that can be predicted, modeled, and designed around during the design
process).
• WID Variation. WID variation can be divided into two contributors, system-
atic and random.
– Systematic WID variation. In contrast to D2D variation, systematic WID
variation is layout-dependent and may cause chip malfunction. It is pre-
dictable in the sense that a given pattern yields the same characteristics on
supports our claim; that significant engineering effort and capital investment can be expended to
reduce many sources of variability but we would like the investment to be directed to the key items.
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all dies. Successful scaling of MOSFET technology to sub-100nm process
geometries relies on compensation of systematic variation components at
the design and reticle stages. Such corrections to systematic process vari-
ation can be applied to reduce the systematic WID variation but may not
completely eliminate it. For example, the same optical proximity correc-
tions applied to identical NAND gates may not result in identical physical
dimensions due to the impact of different local feature densities.
– Random WID variation. Random WID variation is due to the inherent
unpredictability of the semiconductor fabrication process. Fluctuations in
channel doping, gate oxide thickness, and ILD permittivity are primarily
due to random variation. This type of variation is likely to have spatial
correlation, making nearby devices more similar than ones that are across
the die from one another. As random phenomena cannot be compen-
sated for and are difficult to minimize, this type of variability may even-
tually pose the most significant challenge to design of adequately yielding
nanometer-scale MOSFET circuits.
2.3 Experimental Testbed and Methodology
In this section, we describe elements of our experimental testbed. The key com-
ponents are
1. a parameterized scalable single critical path circuit model, and a multi-critical
path model composed of a user-selectable number of independent single critical
paths;
2. consideration of correlations among the parameter variations;
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Figure 2.1: A single critical path structure for performance study.
Table 2.1: Parameter values and 3σ variations
Technology 180 nm 130 nm 100 nm 70 nm
Device NMOS PMOS NMOS PMOS NMOS PMOS NMOS PMOS
Leff (nm) 100±16.7% 100±16.7% 65±16.7% 65±16.7% 45±16.7% 45±16.7% 28±16.7% 28±16.7%
Tox(A) 22±4% 22±4% 16±4% 16±4% 13±%4 13±%4 10±4% 10±4%
Rdsw(Ω− µm) 250±10% 450±10% 200±10% 400±10% 180±10% 300±10% 150±10% 280±10%
Xt (nm) 30 24 20 13
Vth(V) 0.214±10% -0.327±10% 0.232±10% -0.273±10% 0.217±10% -0.254±10% 0.169±10% -0.218±11%
Interconnect Local Global Local Global Local Global Local Global
ε 3.5±3% 3.2±5% 2.8±5% 2.2±5%
w(nm) 250±20% 525±20% 175±20% 335±20% 123±20% 237±20% 85±20% 160±20%
s(nm) 250±20% 525±20% 175±20% 335±20% 123±20% 237±20% 85±20% 160±20%
t(nm) 500±10% 1050±10% 280±10% 670±10% 197±10% 498±10% 145±10% 325±15%
h(nm) 500±15% 1050±15% 280±15% 670±15% 197±15% 498±15% 145±15% 325±15%
ρ (Ω-m) 2.2e-8±30% 2.2e-8±30% 2.2e-8±30% 2.2e-8±30%
Rvia(Ω) 23±20% 25±20%2 27±20% 29±30%
Length(µm) 62.5 5000 55.56 3333 50 2500 45.45 2000
Wn(µm) 1.26 15 1.008 9.75 0.756 6.75 0.479 4.2
Dynamic
Vdd(V) 1.8±10% 1.2±10% 1.0±10% 0.9±10%
Tr(ps) 160 125 110 87
Temp (oC) 25 25 25 25
3. comprehensive and physically sensible handling of variation with respect to its
underlying sources; and
4. use of detailed device modeling and circuit simulation within a Monte-Carlo
methodology.
We start from the study of a single parameterized critical path, illustrated in
Fig. 2.1. It is composed of l identical local stages and one long top-level buffered
global interconnect. The parameter l is set to 10 at the 130nm technology node
and is reduced by one in each subsequent generation to reflect aggressive pipelining
techniques and other micro-architectural advancements. In each local stage, a 2-
input NAND gate drives a short local line with length estimated by [2]. The NAND
is sized to optimize the speed-power tradeoff (fanout=2), i.e., the knee of the delay vs.
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sizing curve as in the Berkeley Advanced Chip Performance Calculator (BACPAC)
[23]. The global line length remains constant at 10mm in all technology nodes,
consistent with the 2001 ITRS projections of fixed die size for future microprocessors
[2]. Optimal inverting repeaters are inserted at even intervals into the global line to
minimize delay. Parasitic via resistance is considered. Overall, we closely follow the
2001 ITRS (high-performance MPU) critical path model [2]. For each local stage
and the global line, we add two quiet parallel neighboring lines to provide a more
realistic capacitance environment. Each line is modeled as a sufficiently long chain
of L segments to capture the distributed RLC characteristics. We then combine
n such identical single critical paths to capture the impact on chips with multiple
critical paths. Input transition times to initial stages are set at 20% of the clock
period. Further details of the critical path models, including line lengths, gate sizes,
and signal transition times, are listed in Table 2.1. The nominal dimensions of
interconnect are taken from [24]. Note that the critical path structure is meant to
include sources of delay such as local computation and global communication that
are important in generic paths of the today’s very large scale integrated circuits.
Hence, the path delay is not meant for cycle time estimation so the absolute value is
not relevant.
Previous work assumes that variation sources are either independent of each other
[3] [25] or perfectly correlated [25]. By contrast, our work recognizes several strong
correlations. Specifics include:
• Vth is a function of Tox, Nch, Leff and Xt, calculated from a delta-doping
approximation and BSIM3v3 models. Here, Xt is the retrograde channel depth
and Nch is the effective channel doping [26].
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• Corresponding parameters of NMOS and PMOS have a correlation coefficient
of one, i.e., NMOS and PMOS in the same gate exhibit the same deviations
from respective means. This pertains to parameters that are shared among the
two device types, such as drawn channel length and oxide thickness, but is not
applicable to steps such as channel doping that are independent for NMOS and
PMOS.
• Assuming a fixed wire pitch, wire spacing variation is the negative of wire
width variation. Metal thickness (T ) and underlying interlevel dielectric (ILD)
thickness (H) are negatively correlated with a correlation coefficient of -1 (this
value stems from the relationship of trench etch depth in damascene processes
as well as chemical-mechanical polishing effects which act to reduce the corre-
lation between T and H).
• Spatially proximate devices and interconnections (e.g., in local stages) have
similar variations.
• We model the spatial correlation among repeaters inserted along the global line
by incorporating a distance-dependent correlation parameter. This correlation
decays linearly with distance to a value of zero (implying complete indepen-
dence) over a length scale of 1cm [27]. This value of 1cm is parameterizable.
• Our interconnect spatial correlation modeling is more involved. We divide the
global line into 100µm segments. Interconnect parameters within each segment
are perfectly correlated. We assume that correlation between segments decays
linearly with separation. At a certain distance, this correlation equals zero.
For interconnect width and space, we take this separation distance to be 5mm
for all the technology nodes [28] while it is 2mm for metal thickness and ILD
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thickness [29]. In contrast to line width which is set by the dielectric etching
process, ILD thickness and metal thickness is largely set by the CMP step in
damascene processes. Numerous prior studies have investigated the concept
of CMP planarization length; this relates to the distances over which features
can be considered to be correlated due to pad deformation and other physical
phenomena. This planarization length is typically found to be on the order
of 2mm, motivating our choice of separation distance. This, in contrast to
an interconnect model with perfect correlation, avoids the overestimation of
interconnect variation.
• WID and D2D variation are assumed to be equal in magnitude [30]. Systematic
WID variation equally affects all critical paths on the same die, while random
WID variation adds random effects to the deterministic systematic WID vari-
ation.
We assume parameter variations to be normally distributed with mean and σ
values derived from [2], [24], and industry sources. In [2], the allowed variability in
physical gate length is fixed at 10%. The magnitude of the physical gate length is
approximately half of the technology node, or the DRAM half-pitch. Translating
this uncertainty to effective channel length, which is also a fraction of physical gate
length due to source-drain extension (SDE) underdiffusion, we expect a 3σ for Leff
of greater than 10%. In this work, we approximate Leff = 0.6×Lphysical, leading to a
3σ process tolerance throughout the roadmap of 16.7%. Different approaches may be
taken including an assumption that the SDE underdiffusion has a fundamental lower
limit that pushes Leff to be a smaller fraction of Lphysical. This will result in either
(1) larger uncertainty in Leff or (2) less aggressive scaling of Lphysical to compensate.
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Either of these alternatives can be readily investigated in our framework.
We model variabilities caused by three types of sources: systematic WID, random
WID and random D2D, in our Monte-Carlo analysis based framework. A prespeci-
fied number (n) of nominally identical independent critical paths are considered (note
that these critical paths are only independent with respect to WID variation; their
D2D components are identical). Systematic WID variation, which is assumed to be
due to layout pattern dependence, is applied across different critical paths. We expect
different dies to have the same distribution of systematic WID variation. Therefore,
systematic WID variation is used to shift the nominal value of the parameters for dif-
ferent critical paths, i.e., systematic WID variation is modeled by generating n sam-
ples from a Gaussian N(0, σSY S−WID) distribution before running the Monte-Carlo
simulations.2 Random WID variation is modeled as a Gaussian N(0, σRAN−WID) ran-
dom variable. It observes spatial correlation at the die-scale as previously described.
Random D2D variation is modeled as a Gaussian N(0, σRAN−D2D) random variable.
All the variations observe the w-s and t-h correlations outlined previously. Hence,
the value (X) for a given parameter for a device i in path j in the kth Monte-Carlo
run is given by Equation 2.1.





∀ 1 ≥ j ≥ n, 1 ≥ k ≥ m
where µ is the nominal value of the parameter, xjSY S−WID is the systematic variation
sample corresponding to path j and xi,j,kRAN−WID (x
k
RAN−D2D) is the k
th sample for
random WID (D2D) variation for device i in path j. Moreover, all variations are
2Since the significance of systematic WID variation lies in introducing mismatch in pathdelays
rather than individual device delays, we do not consider systematic WID variation within a path.
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Table 2.2:
Comparison of RLC model with perfect correlations, spatial correlations
and no correlations for 100 nm technology node
Delay (ps) Mean 3σ Normalized 3σ
mean
0 correlation 1453.9 133.9 0.9808
Spatial Correlation 1452.5 136.4 1
Perfect Correlation 1454.3 139.5 1.0216









We perform circuit simulation for a single critical path in a projected 100nm
technology with a distributed-lumped RLC interconnect model and all correlations
included. Table 2.2 compares the delay distributions obtained using our Monte Carlo
simulation methodology for RLC interconnect model with (1) perfect correlations
(correlation=1), (2) no correlations (correlation=0) and (3) spatial correlations. As
can be seen, simulations with perfect/no correlations in fact set the upper/lower
bound for total delay variation and as such they either overestimate or underestimate.
While the magnitude of the delay variation due to interconnect fluctuations is not
large, this demonstrates the effect of more accurate and detailed modeling of process
variability for the purpose of assessing its impact on circuit performance.
In contrast with the linear regression analysis used in [3], our studies use a Monte
Carlo (MC) approach with 1000 trials where the variation sources all vary simulta-
neously. Each model of process variability, at each technology node, gives rise to
1000 sets of random parameter values within the single critical path model which we
simulate using HSPICE. In the next section, we proceed to investigate the resulting
delay distributions in the single critical path model, in an attempt to gauge (1) the
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true impact of variability on circuit performance, and (2) the true value of developing
improved process control, e.g., 1nm tighter control on interconnect thickness. With
knowledge of the above, simulations for multi-critical paths are then performed: the
maximum delay is obtained for each die, and performance and yield analyses are
performed on m such samples on the whole wafer.
2.4 Impact on Future Circuit Performance
To assess the impact of process variation on critical path delay we adopt two
different metrics.
1. Selling point parametric yield. We assume target parametric yield to be 99.7%.
This corresponds to the mean+3σ point on the delay distribution and is taken
to be the selling point of the chip. We take the delay distributions for values
drawn from Table 2.1 as the “baseline” results for all technologies. The selling
point is calculated from the baseline distribution. The change in paramet-
ric yield at the selling point is then taken as a measure of impact of process
variation.
2. Guardbanding Analysis. Guardbanding is the typical approach followed in in-
dustry to account for variability. A larger amount of guardbanding implies a
more conservative design and hence is not preferred. The expected (“designed-
for”) value of performance is given by the mean of the delay distribution. Thus,
the difference between the selling point and the mean gives the amount of guard-
banding required. That is, 3σ
mean
expressed as a percentage gives the required
guardbanding.
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Table 2.3: Trends of performance variation
Delay (ps) 130nm 100nm 70nm
Mean 1502 1453 1537
3σ/Mean (%) 30.03 28.16 26.75
We have conducted experiments that change the expected 3σ variation of all
parameters listed in Table 2.1, but due to space constraints we report results only
for Leff , which is the most significant contributor to process variation impact. Thus,
the 3σ variations listed in Table 2.1 for parameters other than Leff are held fixed in
the following experiments.
2.4.1 Studies for A Single Critical Path
Cumulative Effect of All Parameter Variations
We simulate a single critical path and measure delay with all the parameters
varying with 3σ and mean values as specified in Table 2.1. This simulation result is
taken as the “baseline” result for all the comparisons and analysis of a single critical
path explained in the subsequent subsections. Table 2.3 and Fig. 2.2 shows the
baseline delay variation trends with technology scaling. The 3σ
mean
value of delay
drops by 6.6% from 130nm to 100nm, and by 5.3% from 100nm to 70nm. Overall,
it remains fairly constant with technology scaling. The slightly decreasing trend of
delay variation for our baseline setup with technology scaling can be explained as
follows.
Assuming a critical path is formed by N identical stages, among which either
perfect correlation (correlation=1) or no correlation (correlation=0) exists, the 3σ
mean
value of the total path delay is given by Equation 2.3.
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Figure 2.2:














)stage, correlation = 0
(2.3)
Parameter N increases for global stages due to more aggressive buffering but
decreases for local stages. The zero correlation assumption leads to a ( 3σ
mean
)path that
is determined by both
√
N and ( 3σ
mean
)stage, while under the assumption of perfect
correlation, it is only a function of ( 3σ
mean
)stage.
Our analysis follows three steps. First, in order to investigate the trend of
( 3σ
mean
)path, it is essential to know what trend (
3σ
mean
)stage follows. Table 2.4 shows
that the delay variation of a single local stage remains fairly constant though 130nm
to 70nm technology node. Although a smaller average stage delay is expected for
more advanced technologies, a constant trend for ( 3σ
mean
)stage is possible due to the
ITRS expectations of a constant level of process variation achieved through advanced
lithography tools. Second, the delay variations obtained for local stages in our testbed
show that spatial correlation and perfect correlation assumptions have very close re-
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Table 2.4: Trends of delay variation for a single local stage
Delay (ps) 130nm 100nm 70nm
Mean 92.15 82.53 77.04
3σ/Mean (%) 30.79 29.68 31.50
Figure 2.3:
Trends of normalized required guardbanding for global stages, local
stages and total critical path.
sults (difference within 4%). This implies that a decreasing N does not have an
impact on path delay variation for local stages. Instead, the path delay shows a
similar trend as obtained for a single stage - it remains fairly constant for the next
two technology generations. Finally, the delay variation for global stages is shown to
decrease at a reasonably fast rate due to the increased number of repeaters inserted
(i.e., N is increased in Equation 2.3). This presents a dominating effect for future
technologies and causes the trend of total delay variation to reduce, as shown in Fig.
2.3.
Sensitivity to Process Tolerance
To determine the sensitivity of performance to individual parameter tolerances,
we changed the σ values from those in Table 2.1 to 0.5 and 2 times their original
values. This was done for each parameter individually while maintaining the normal
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Table 2.5:
A comparison of changes in delay variation when the nominal σ for an
individual parameter changes from 0.5X to 2X
Parameter Leff Tox w
Increase in Delay 3σ/mean 82.08% 3.96% 1.89%
σ for other parameters for each technology node. Among all the parameters listed in
Table 2.1, delay variation is most sensitive to Leff . Table 2.5 compares the respective
changes in delay variation for the 100nm technology node when the nominal σ changes
from 0.5X to 2X for Leff , Tox, and metal width w. Fig. 2.2 shows the impact on
guardbanding of varying Leff control. Fig. 2.4 shows the impact on selling point
yield. Loose Leff control (on the order of 2X the current levels) can cause a loss of up
to 10.4% in yield. In Figure 2.4 it is interesting to note that the knee, or roll-off point,
of selling point yield versus process control of the three investigated parameters all
seem to be around the nominal variation level (equal to that in Table 2.1). This
may imply that current levels of process control are near-optimal; however, slopes
in the three curves clearly differ which also indicates a smaller ROI on enhanced
Leff process control in future technologies. This last point is due to a rising lateral
electric field in the device, which causes more pronounced velocity saturation effects.
As seen in Table 2.1, the ratio of Vdd to Leff goes from 1.2/65nm in 130nm to
0.9/28nm in the 70nm process. This increase of 74% in average channel electric field
dictates that the 70nm devices are more velocity-saturated, and their saturation drain
currents are consequently less dependent on channel length. Another mechanism
by which switching speeds (heavily dependent in digital circuits on saturation drain
current) may become less sensitive to channel lengths is through use of strained silicon
channels which improve carrier mobility and also lead to more velocity-saturated
transistors.
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Figure 2.4: Effect of Leff control on selling point parametric yield.
As described in the taxonomy of variations in Section 2.2, both D2D and WID
variations play a key role in the overall circuit variability. Since techniques have
been described to address or ameliorate the effects of either D2D or WID variations
(e.g., [32], which targets within-die Vth variation by using adaptive body bias), it is
instructive to analyze the relative roles played by each type of variation on circuit
performance. Fig. 2.5 shows the sensitivity of the required guardbanding to various
controls on uncertainty sources, e.g., WID, D2D, and the cumulative effect of both,
for Leff . As can be seen in Fig. 2.5, for one critical path, delay variation is most
sensitive to random D2D variation. The sensitivity of the delay variation to CD
fluctuations arising from random D2D, random WID, or cumulative effect decreases
in future technologies. These results imply that greater benefit in terms of reduc-
ing the required design guardbanding can be achieved by focusing on reduction of
random D2D variation rather than on random WID variation. For example, at the
70nm technology node, reducing random WID variation by half only yields a 1.9%




Effect of control over variability (Leff ) sources (cumulative, random
D2D, and random WID) on normalized guardbanding required to achieve
99.7% parametric yield.
Impact of Technology Roadmap Deceleration
In this subsection, we consider scenarios in which no further improvements (be-
yond 130nm technology) are made in the control of a given process parameter, while
control of other parameters scales according to Table 2.1. In other words, the abso-
lute σ value for the given parameter (here Leff as an example) is kept constant at
its 130nm technology node value. While this exact scenario may be unlikely, we are
generally seeking to explore the feasibility of a slowed technology roadmap in which
large equipment and research expenditures may be reduced with comparatively small
ramifications on circuit variability. Fig. 2.6 gives the “worst-case” impact of no fur-
ther investments for control of Leff . The results support our previous analysis: (1)
it is the continually shrinking process variation that makes a decreasing variation
trend possible with technology scaling; (2) without such shrinking, the required de-
sign guardbanding for the 70nm technology node would be 42.0% larger than the
one shown in “baseline” case. It is worth mentioning that such analysis is pessimistic
in that advanced lithography tools (e.g., 193nm or extreme ultraviolet, EUV) must
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Figure 2.6:
Impact of technology roadmap deceleration in Leff control on required
guardbanding.
be implemented in any case to manufacture future technology generations, meaning
that somewhat better variation control should be achievable with technology scaling
alone. However the analysis provides a means to gauge the trade-off between the loss
in performance and the savings in tool cost inherent in not expending extra effort on
process variation control.
Inferred Tolerance of Process variation from Desired Guardbanding
Some process parameter controls involves new technologies (e.g., optical proxim-
ity correction (OPC), phase shift mask (PSM), etc.) and hence may incur very large
costs. To ensure that ROI is maximized when moving from one process technology
to the next, it is critical for process engineers to know what level of process control
is necessary for adequate circuit variability performance. In our framework, we can
infer from a desired level of circuit performance variability (which can be translated
into guardbanding) to individual process parameter uncertainties. This is done by
assuming a linear relationship between the magnitude of σ for an individual process
parameter and the variation of total delay based on the simulation results for sensi-
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Table 2.6: Tolerance of Leff variation for a guardbanding budget of 30%
Technology node 130nm 100nm 70nm
Required σ 1.00X 1.15X 1.34X
tivity analysis 3. For example, to achieve a guardbanding target of 30% (any value
may be used), Table 2.6 gives the tolerance of Leff variation in a number times the
nominal σ from Table 2.1. It is noteworthy that for the same design guardbanding,
the requirement for Leff control increases from 130nm to 70nm, meaning that less
effort on CD variation control may be applied. It indicates that to maintain 30%
design guardbanding, levels of control dictated by the ITRS may be overly stringent.
Again, this is driven primarily by the slowed voltage scaling predicted by the ITRS
which yields device delays that are less sensitive to channel length. The importance
of this analysis lies in the fact that the 2001 ITRS indicates a lack of known solutions
to achieving the 10% physical gate length control requirement in 70nm technologies
in 2006. If these requirements can indeed be relaxed, then more well-understood and
cost-effective approaches may be applicable to maintain manufacturability at such
device geometries.
2.4.2 Studies of Multi-Critical Paths
In this subsection, we describe the impact of multi-critical paths on circuit per-
formance. We focus on the 100nm technology generation; the analysis can be easily
extended to other technology generations.
Impact on Delay Distribution
Since systematic WID variation has the same impact across all dies, it does not
affect yield when there is one dominant critical path on a die. However, when the
3The validation of this assumption is shown in the sections below.
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Figure 2.7:
Comparison of different Leff variation control on five critical paths for
100nm technology node.
number of critical paths (NCP) increases, systematic WID variation exhibits a greater
impact on chip performance, namely, it results in different delay distributions for
different critical paths that have identical designed-for delays [33]. For NCP equals
to five, we investigate the sensitivity of the delay distribution to CD variation control,
and compare it with the “baseline” case for a single path, as shown in Fig. 2.7. Fig.
2.8 shows a shifting of the total delay mean when NCP increases, with varying levels
of Leff process control. The mean value of total delay changes rapidly when the
number of critical paths increases from 1 to 10, beyond which it saturates. Here again,
a doubling of Leff variation shows more impact on delay variation than a similar
reduction in its variation. This suggests that for more critical paths, the expected
value of delay becomes more sensitive to CD variation control (note the vertical
spread of the three data points at NCP = 50 vs. NCP = 5). These observations all
indicate that, for a large number of critical paths, tighter control on process variation
is desired. In future designs, we expect a larger NCP due to the push for lower
power design. Design techniques such as dual-Vth, dual-Vdd, and more classical
sizing techniques to reduce power all act to create larger numbers of critical and
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Figure 2.8: Delay mean value as a function of number of critical paths.
near-critical paths. As observed in [34], power-optimal solutions leveraging multiple
supply and threshold voltages create an enormous amount of critical paths which will
complicate timing verification and also hurt parametric yield. Further work will be
required to identify stable design points that carefully trade-off between power and
yield.
Sensitivity to Process Tolerance Analysis
To achieve 99.7% parametric yield, the required guardbanding as a function of
Leff σ is shown in Fig. 2.9. Under the same CD variation control, the required
guardbanding becomes smaller as NCP increases, and its sensitivity to NCP falls off
sharply for more than 10 paths. For example, in the“baseline”case (σ = 1×σnormal),
the required guardbanding drops by 48.9% when the NCP increases from 1 to 10, but
by only 6.7% when NCP increases from 10 to 50. When NCP increases beyond 100,
as we would expect in low-power designs, the required guardbanding will be slightly
lower, but remains predictable from results obtained using fewer critical paths (e.g.,
' 10). We would eventually expect a lower bound on the required guardbanding
with a continually increasing NCP. In contrast to the delay mean value, as NCP
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Figure 2.9:
Impact of Leff control on required guardbanding to achieve 99.7% para-
metric yield.
increases the design guardbanding becomes less sensitive to Leff variation, which is
shown by the decreasing line slopes in Fig. 2.9 for more critical paths. The linear
dependence of the required guardbanding to the σ of Leff also validates the linear
assumption in the analysis for inferred variation tolerance stated earlier in Section
2.4.1.
With more critical paths, 3σ
mean
of delay becomes smaller. However, due to the
shifting in the average delay, the selling point delay (i.e., mean+3σ) becomes worse.
To investigate the trend, we define the delay that gives 99.7% yield for one critical
path with Leff varying at normal σ as the selling point delay, and plot the parametric
yield as a function of the number of critical paths under different process controls in
Fig. 2.10. To reduce the yield loss caused by an increasing NCP, two options are to
improve process control (incurring manufacturing costs) or to reduce the number of
critical paths in circuit design (causing additional design effort and likely increasing
power consumption).
While the above discussion has focused on the interaction of multiple critical
paths and total variability, we would also like to investigate the relative contribution
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Figure 2.10:
Parametric yield as a function of the number of critical paths and pro-
cess variation control.
of systematic WID variation within the total variability budget. We perform MC
simulations with NCP equals to 5 for both 100nm and 70nm technology nodes,
along with NCP equals to 10 for the 100nm technology node only. These NCP
values are chosen since design guardbanding becomes much less sensitive to process
variation control for NCP ≥ 10. Fig. 2.11 compares the sensitivity of the required
guardbanding for 99.7% yield to different controls on Leff variation. In this analysis,
the change in Leff variation is manifested in either systematic WID or the cumulative
effect of both WID and D2D. The latter case corresponds to the previous analysis
(e.g., Fig. 2.9). As can be seen in both cases, the required design guardbanding
becomes less sensitive to CD control as NCP increases and technology scales. Also
demonstrated is that better control of systematic WID CD variation is only effective
in reducing the design guardband for smaller NCP.
In general, the following facts are observed: 1) for multiple critical paths, both
the required design guardbanding and its sensitivity to CD control become smaller
with technology scaling; 2) as NCP increases, a larger delay mean and a significantly
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Figure 2.11:
Sensitivity of required design guardbanding for 99.7% yield to variation
with respect to its sources (simulations results for the same NCP and
technology generation are shown in the same line styles).
smaller delay variation are expected; 3) increased selling point delay (mean+3σ)
will cause large yield losses in ASIC designs unless the effect of CD variability is
carefully modeled during the design process; 4) delay mean value is more sensitive
to CD variation control for larger number of critical paths, while delay variation
shows more sensitivity for smaller numbers of critical paths; and 5) both delay mean
and delay variation are more sensitive to NCP under larger amounts of expected
process variation, i.e., for the same level of CD control, these parameters vary widely
for 1 <NCP< 10, beyond which the sensitivity is reduced. We may conclude that
to improve yield at a fixed selling point delay, reducing NCP to ≤ 10 is the most
effective way to achieve a smaller delay mean, and to create a situation where process
control is most valuable.
With these results and recommendations in mind, we next explore the concept
of designing integrated circuits with performance distributions in mind, rather than
deterministic performance points. For instance, in a binned design methodology
(as with high-end microprocessors) the value of each die depends on the achieved
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performance. Designing to maximize total value, considering both parametric yields
and relative market prices, is an open area in the literature and is discussed in the
next section.
2.5 Variation-Centric Physical Design
Conventional design is based on the goal of performance optimization, or de-
sign for performance (DFP). As process variation inevitably leads to performance
distributions, it implies the possibility of design for value (DFV) methodologies to
maximize the yield. In this section, we attempt to motivate the case for DFV in
nanometer CMOS design. Performance is measured by critical path delay T . It is a
function of design variables xi and process parameters yi, i.e.
T = f(x1, ..., xm, y1, ...yn) (2.4)
Design for performance seeks to find values of xi to minimize T , given the nominal
values of yi, and ignoring process variations, i.e.
yi = yi nom, Minimize T (2.5)
Alternatively, worst-case values of yi may be used. This is representative of a
corner-based approach where all parameters are very pessimistically taken at their
3σ points, again within a deterministic framework.
We define value to be the total dollars earned from the chip that is sold on the
open market. A value function v(f) gives the market value of the chip for some
performance measure f (e.g. speed, power). Thus, the total value of a given process
is obtained as:
V alue = Σv(f)× yield(f) (2.6)
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Figure 2.12: Normalized market price of recent µP products.
Figure 2.13: Simulation structure for DVP vs. DFV study.
where yield(f) has the usual meaning. Examples of microprocessor unit (MPU)
value functions are shown in Fig. 2.12. Design for value seeks to find values of xi to
maximize yield of T < Tm, given the variability distributions of parameters yi, where
Tm is the target delay, i.e.
yi = N(µi, σi), for 1 < i < n, Maximize PT (Tm) (2.7)
The two approaches of Equation 2.5 and Equation 2.7 may not be equivalent, as is
demonstrated by the following example. To investigate the difference between design
for performance and design for value and its impact on physical design, we conduct
a MC simulation experiment. A simple example of a global line with a source, sink,
and repeaters is constructed as shown in Fig. 2.13. It is set up using the baseline
130nm technology. An analytical delay model was developed for this case as SPICE
is too computationally expensive for this experiment. The interconnect capacitance
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Figure 2.14: Difference in yield between DFP and DFV.
model is taken from [35] for the case of parallel lines between two ground planes.
Device resistance is assumed to be 0.8Vdd/Idsat0 while source/drain series resistance
Rs is taken to be 0.1Vdd/Idsat0 [36]. Inverter delay is calculated using models from
[37]. The RLC interconnect delay model presented in [36] is used to calculate the
inverter and interconnect delay. Normally distributed variation in Leff is considered
as the critical dimension typically has the largest variation and impact on circuit
performance. Nominal and σ values of various parameters are shown in Table 2.1.
Correlation is assumed to decay linearly with distance and the correlation for distance
greater than 10mm is taken to be 0. Repeater location (distance from source) is
varied from 0 to 4mm in 0.1 mm steps. A nominal optimum repeater location is first
calculated by sweeping the location for nominal process parameter values. Next, the
DFV optimum is calculated for each given selling point or threshold delay by running
1000 Monte-Carlo simulations at each repeater location. The difference between
yields of DFP and DFV optimizations is shown in Figure 2.14. The parametric yield
difference ranges from 1.1% to 5.6% depending on the selling point delay. This value
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difference may be even more pronounced if more complex value functions (as the
ones in Figure 2.12) are used for DFV optimization.
2.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have presented a new framework for assessing the impact of
process variation on circuit performance, product value, and return on investment
for alternative process improvements. We present our results in terms of new met-
rics such as guardbanding, parametric yield at selling point, and inferred variation
tolerance. This framework follows a comprehensive taxonomy of variations, and can
handle variation differently with respect to its sources. We use accurate models
of correlations and Monte Carlo techniques based on circuit simulation. Our main
conclusions are as follows.
• With technology scaling and ITRS mandated fixed levels of process variability,
delay variation decreases, whether measured as the amount of guardbanding
required to circumvent it, decrease in parametric yield that may need to be
tolerated, or the inferred variation tolerance for a preset design guardbanding.
• For chips containing one dominant critical path, systematic WID variation
does not affect yield, and design guardbanding is most sensitive to random
D2D variation control.
• Performance is very sensitive to Leff variation but the sensitivity reduces with
technology scaling due to enhanced velocity saturation and a growing number
of critical paths.
• Under the same level of process variation, a larger NCP results in a smaller
delay variation but larger delay mean. Because of the shift in delay mean value,
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a larger selling point delay is expected.
• For the same NCP, looser control of CD variability leads to a larger required
design guardbanding accompanied by a larger delay mean value, both of which
show more sensitivity to relaxed process specifications than to tightened specs.
• The delay distribution shifts to higher means but tighter overall distributions
as the number of critical paths increases but this effect saturates beyond ap-
proximately 10 critical paths.
• For ASIC designs, reducing NCP is the most effective way to achieve a smaller
average delay.
• Variability impact can be restricted by innovative design and this may be prefer-
able due to the very costly nature of process improvement techniques.
Our results suggest the potential utility of Design for Value (DFV) methodologies
that take variability into account during design optimizations. For instance, one
may argue in favor of selling point optimization rather than traditional nominal
performance optimization. Also, there may be multiple selling points with some pre-
specified value associated with each selling point. The total design value is then given
by Σv(f)∗yield(f), for a given value function v of performance measure f , and given
parametric yield distribution yield(f). DFVD then seeks to find values of design
parameters to maximize value, assuming normally distributed process parameters.
This calls for research into such probabilistic optimizations, as well as efforts to
quantify the potential value and costs associated with both manufacturing and design
solutions to the process variability issue.
CHAPTER III
Performance-Driven OPC for Mask Cost
Reduction
3.1 Introduction
Continued technology scaling in the subwavelength lithography regime results in
printed features that are substantially smaller than the optical wavelength used to
pattern them. For instance, 130 nm CMOS processes use 248 nm exposure tools,
and the industry roadmap through the 45 nm technology node will use 193 nm (im-
mersion) lithography. The International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors
(ITRS) [38] identifies aggressive microprocessor (MPU) gate lengths and highly con-
trollable gate CD control as two critical issues for the continuation of Moore’s Law
cost and integration trajectories. To meet ITRS requirements (see Table 1.1), reso-
lution enhancement techniques (RETs) such as optical proximity correction (OPC)
and phase shift masks (PSM) are applied to an increasing number of mask layers and
with increasing aggressiveness. The recent steep increase in mask costs and litho-
graphic complexity due to these RET approaches has had a harmful impact on design
starts and project risk across the semiconductor industry. Cost of ownership (COO)
has become a key consideration in adoption of various lithography technologies.
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3.1.1 OPC and Mask Cost
The increasing application of RETs makes mask data preparation (MDP) a seri-
ous bottleneck for the semiconductor industry: figure counts explode as dimensions
shrink and RETs are used more heavily. Compared with the mask set cost in 0.35
µm, the cost at the 0.13 µm generation with extensive PSM implemented is four
times larger [39]. Figure counts, corresponding to polygons as seen in the IC layout
editor grow tremendously due to sub-resolution assist features and other proximity
corrections. Increases in the fractured lay-out data volume lead to disproportionate
increases in mask writing and inspection time. According to the 2005 ITRS [38], the
maximum single-layer MEBES file size increases from 64GB in 130 nm to 216GB
in 90 nm. Another observation concerns the relationship between design type and
lithography costs, namely, that the total cost to produce low-volume parts is domi-
nated by mask costs [6]. Half of all masks produced are used on less than 570 wafers
(this translates roughly to production volumes of ≤ 100,000 parts). At such low
usages, the high added costs of RETs can-not be completely amortized and the cor-
responding cost per die becomes very large. Thus, designers and manufacturers are
jointly faced with determining how best to apply RETs to standard cell libraries to
minimize mask cost.
In this work we focus on OPC, which is a major contributor to mask costs as
well as design turnaround time (TAT). More than a 5X increase in data volume and
several days of CPU runtime are common side effects of OPC insertion in current
designs [40]. With respect to the cost breakdown shown in Figure 3.1, OPC affects
mask data preparation (MDP), defect inspection (and implicitly defect repair), and
the mask-writing process itself. Today, variable-shaped electron beam mask writers,
in combination with vector scanning where run time is roughly proportional to to
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Figure 3.1: Relative contributions of various components of mask cost [4].
feature complexity, comprise the dominant approach to high-speed mask writing. In
the standard mask data preparation flow, the input GDSII layout data is converted
into the mask writer format by fracturing into rectangles or trapezoids of different
dimensions. With OPC applied during mask data preparation, the number of line
edges increases by 4-8X over a non-OPC layout, driving up the resulting GDSII file
size as well as fractured data (e.g., MEBES format) volume [41]. Mask writers are
hence slowed by the software for e-beam data fracturing and transfer, as well as by the
extremely large file sizes involved. Moreover, increases in the fractured layout data
volume (e.g., according to the 2005 ITRS [38], the maximum single-layer MEBES file
size increases from 216GB in 90 nm to 729 GB in 65 nm) lead to disproportionate,
super linear increases in mask writing and inspection time. Compounding these
woes is the fact that the total cost to produce low-volume parts is now dominated by
mask costs [6] since masks costs cannot be amortized over a large number of shipped
products. There is a clear need to reduce the negative implications of OPC on total
design cost while maintaining the printability improvements provided by this crucial
RET step.
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3.1.2 Design Function in the Design-Manufacturing Interface
A primary failure of current approaches to the design-manufacturing interface is
the lack of communication across disciplines and/or tool sets. For example, it is well
documented that mask writers do not differentiate among shapes being patterned -
given this, gates in critical paths are given the same priority as pieces of a company
logo and errors in either of these shapes will cause mask inspection tools to reject a
mask. In this light, we observe that OPC has traditionally been treated as a purely
geometric exercise wherein the OPC insertion tool tries to match every edge as best
as it can. As we show in our work, such “overcorrection” leads to higher mask costs
and larger runtimes.
3.1.3 A Performance-Driven OPC Methodology
In this work, we propose a performance-driven OPC methodology that is demon-
strated to be highly implementable within the limitations of current industrial design
flows. Contributions of our work include the following.
• Quantified CD error tolerance. We propose a mathematical programming based
budgeting algorithm that outputs edge placement error tolerances (in nm) for
layout features.
• Integration within a commercial MDP flow. We describe a practical flow imple-
mentable with commercial tools and validate the minimum cost of correction
methodology.
• Reduction of OPC overhead. We measure OPC overhead in terms of addi-
tional MEBES features as well as runtime of the OPC insertion tool and show
substantial improvements in both.
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Table 3.1:
Correspondence between the traditional gate sizing problem and the min-
imum cost of correction (to achieve a prescribed selling point delay with
given yield) problem.
Gate Sizing MinCorr
Area ≡ Cost of Correction
Nominal delay ≡ Delay µ+ kσ
Cycle Time ≡ Selling point delay
Die Area ≡ Total Cost of OPC
Figure 3.2:
An example of three levels of OPC [42]. (a) No OPC, (b) Medium OPC,
(c) Aggressive OPC.
3.2 General Cost of Correction Flow (MinCorr) Based on
Sizing
We describe a generic yield closure flow which is very similar to traditional flows
for timing closure. In this section, we describe the elements of such a flow.
In this generic sizing based MinCorr flow, we emphasize the striking similarity to
conventional timing optimization flows. The key analogy - and assumption - is that
there are discrete allowed “sizes” in the MinCorr problem that correspond to allowed
levels of OPC aggressiveness (see Figure 3.2). Furthermore, for each instance in the
design there is a cost and delay penalty associated with every level of correction. The
mapping between traditional gate-sizing and the MinCorr problems is reproduced
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in Table 3.1. This flow involves construction of cost/yield aware libraries for each
level of correction, and a commercial STA tool together with a selling point yield
bonding algorithm which applies timing driven cost optimization. We acknowledge
the following facts during the flow development process:
• We assume that different levels of OPC can be independently applied to any
gate in the design. Corresponding to each level of correction, there is an effec-
tive channel length Leff variation and an associated cost.
• Differentiate field-poly from gate-poly features. Field poly features do not
impact performance and hence any delay-constrained MinCorr approach should
not change the correction of field-poly. Moreover, quality metrics of field-poly
are different from those of gate-poly (e.g., contact coverage). By recognizing
these two types of poly features, we may avoid over estimating cost savings
achieved with this approach.
• The mask writing time which dominates mask cost ([4]) is a linear function of
figure count numbers [43]. These numbers, as proxies for mask cost implica-
tions, are extracted for the cells from post-OPC layout with commercial OPC
insertion tool.
• OPC corrects the layout for pattern-dependent through-pitch CD variation.
Such variations are predictable, for example, by lithography simulations.
With these facts, the MinCorr problem is summarized as: given a range of allow-
able corrections for each feature in the layout as well as the mask data volume and
CD deviation associated with each level of correction, find the level of correction for
each feature such that prescribed circuit performance is attained with minimum total
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(a) EPE > 0 (b) EPE < 0
Figure 3.3: The signed edge placement error (EPE).
correction cost. Commercial OPC tools are driven by edge placement errors (EPEs),
rather than critical dimensions (CDs). Thus, we specify a practical MinCorr with a
practical implementation - EPEMinCorr. We can summarize the key contribution of
EPEMinCorr as: we devise a flow to pass design constraints on to the OPC insertion
tool in a form that it can understand.
As previously mentioned, OPC insertion tools are driven by edge placement er-
ror (EPE) tolerances (e.g., Figure 3.2 shows OPC layers driven by different EPE
requirements). Typical model-based OPC techniques break up edges into edge-
fragments that are then iteratively shifted outward or inward (with respect to the
feature boundary) based on simulation results, until the estimated wafer image of
each edge-fragment falls within the specified EPE tolerance. EPE (and hence EPE
tolerance) is typically signed, with negative EPE corresponding to a decrease in CD
(i.e., moving the edge inward with respect to the feature boundary). An example of
a layout fragment and its EPE is shown in Figure 3.3. Mask data volume is heavily
dependent on the assigned EPE tolerance that the OPC insertion tool is asked to
achieve. For example, Figure 3.4 shows the change in MEBES file size for cell with
applied OPC as the EPE tolerance is varied. In this particular example, loosened
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Figure 3.4:
Mask data volume (kB) vs EPE tolerance for a NAND3X4 cell in TSMC
130nm technology.
EPE tolerances can reduce data volume by roughly 20% relative to tight control
levels.
Since model-based OPC corrects for pattern-dependent CD variation, which is
systematic and predictable, we assert that OPC actually determines nominal timing.
This allows us to base our OPC insertion methodology on traditional corner-case
timing analysis tools instead of (currently non-existent from a commercial stand-
point) statistical timing analysis tools. Our methodology adopts a slack budgeting
based approach - as opposed to the sizing based approach as mentioned above - to
determine EPE tolerance values for every feature in the design. For simplicity, our
description and experiments reported here are restricted in two ways: (1) we ap-
ply selective EPE tolerances in OPC to only gate-poly features, and (2) every gate
feature in a given cell instance is assumed to have the same EPE tolerance (the ap-
proach may be made more fine-grained using the same techniques that we describe).
Figure 3.5 shows our EPEMinCorr flow. The quality of results generated by the
flow are measured as MEBES data volume of fractured post-OPC insertion layout
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Figure 3.5:
The EPEMinCorr flow to find quantified edge placement error tolerances
for layout features and drive OPC with them.
shapes as well as OPC insertion tool runtime, which can be prohibitive when run at
the full-chip level. In the remainder of this section, we describe details of the major
steps of the Figure 3.5 EPEMinCorr flow.
3.2.1 Slack Budgeting
The slack budgeting problem seeks to distribute slack at the primary inputs of
combinational logic (i.e., sequential cell outputs) to various nodes in the design.
One of the earliest and simplest approaches, the zero-slack algorithm (ZSA) [44],
iteratively finds the minimum-slack timing path and distributes its slack equally
among the nodes in the path. The MISA algorithm for slack budgeting proposed in
[45] distributes slack iteratively to an independent set of nodes. As with ZSA, the
objective is to maximize the total added incremental delay budget on timing arcs. A
weighted version of MISA is also proposed in [45].
We observe:
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• Neither MISA variant is guaranteed to provide optimal solutions.
• ZSA is much faster than MISA, and a weighted version of ZSA can also be
formulated.
• While [46] formulates the budgeting problem as a convex programming prob-
lem, full-chip MISA or mathematical programming is, as far as we can deter-
mine, too CPU-intensive for inclusion in a practical flow.
We propose to approximate full-chip mathematical programming by iteratively
solving a sequence of linear programs (LPs). In each iteration, slack is budgeted
among the top k available paths. Once a budget is obtained for a node, this budget
is retained as an upper bound for subsequent iterations. The process is repeated
until all nodes have been assigned a slack budget or path slack is sufficiently large.






sj ≤ Sk ∀ k ∈ Current path list
sj ≤ sfj ∀ j ∈ F
where Ci denotes the correction cost decrease per unit delay increase for cell i, and
si is the slack allocated to cell i. The notation Pk is used to denote the k
th most
critical path, and Sk is the slack of this path. Finally, F denotes the set of nodes
with slacks fixed from previous iterations. An example sequence of LPs might be
obtained by allowing k to take on the range from 1 to 100 in the first iteration, 101
to 200 in the second iteration, and so on.
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We observe that when a budgeting formulation is adopted in place of a sizing
formulation, the method of accounting for changes in next-stage input pin capac-
itance becomes an open question. To be conservative, we generate timing reports
with pin input capacitances that correspond to the loosest tolerance (i.e., largest pin
capacitance) but gate delays corresponding to the tightest achievable tolerance. Ci is
obtained via a pre-built look-up table (similar to .lib format) containing the increase
in data volume, mapped against delay change.
Our budgeting procedure yields positive delay budgets leading to positive EPE
tolerances. Since EPE tolerance is a signed quantity (e.g., in Mentor Calibre, a
common OPC insertion tool), negative EPE tolerances (corresponding to reduced
gate length and faster delay) can also be obtained in a similar way based on hold-
time or leakage power constraints. However, in this work we assume equal positive
and negative EPE tolerances since we deal with purely combinational benchmarks
and focus on timing rather than power.
3.2.2 Calculation of CD Tolerances
To map delay budgets found from the above linear programming based formu-
lation to CD tolerances, we require characterization of a standard-cell library with
varying gate lengths. Using such an augmented library, along with input slew and
load capacitance values for every cell instance, we can map delay budgets to the
corresponding gate lengths. For example, if a particular instance with specified load
and input slew rate has a delay budget of 100ps, then we can select the longest gate
length implementation of this gate type that meets this delay. This largest allowable
CD will lead to a more easily manufactured gate with less RET effort. Subtracting
these budgeted gate lengths from nominal gate lengths yields the CD tolerance for
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every cell in the design.
3.2.3 Calculation of EPE Tolerances
The next step in our flow maps CD tolerances to signed EPE tolerances. Again,
obtaining EPE tolerances is crucial since this is the parameter which OPC insertion
tools understand and can exploit. As noted above, in this work we assume positive
and negative EPE tolerance to be the same. Since CD is determined by two edges,
the worst-case CD tolerance is twice the EPE tolerance.
In most lithography processes, gates shrink along their entire width such that
the printed gate length is always smaller than the drawn gate length, except at the
corners of the critical gate feature. OPC typically biases the gate length such that
corrected gate length is larger than the designer-drawn gate length. Thus, model-
based OPC shifts edges outward, i.e., in the “positive” direction, until it meets the
EPE tolerance specification. If the step size of each edge move is small enough,
the EPE along the gate width will always be negative (since we are approaching the
larger nominal gate length value starting from the smaller printed gate length value).
As a result, actual printed gate length will almost always be smaller than the drawn
gate length, leading to leakier but faster devices.
To achieve a more unbiased deviation from nominal, we exploit the behavior of
the OPC tool by applying simple pre-biasing of gate features in an attempt to achieve
EPE tolerances that are equal to CD tolerance. Specifically, we pre-bias each gate
feature by its intended EPE tolerance. For instance, for a drawn gate length of 130
nm and EPE tolerance of 10 nm, the printed CD would typically lie between 110
nm and 130 nm (each edge shifts by 10 nm inward). If the gate length is biased by
10 nm so that the OPC tool views 140 nm as the target CD, the printed CD would
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(a) Without pre-bias. (b) With pre-bias.
Figure 3.6: Comparison of average printed gate CD with and without pre-bias for
the cell macro NAND3X4.
lie between 120 nm and 140 nm, which amounts to a ±10 nm CD tolerance. In this
way, pre-biasing achieves CD tolerances equal to the EPE tolerance. An example
of the average CD for a specific gate-poly with and without pre-biasing is shown in
Figure 3.6. It is clear that pre-biasing achieves its goal of attaining average CDs
that are very close to the target CD (130 nm in our case). Another point illustrated
in Figure 3.6 is that the variation in CD (measured as the standard deviation of
CD taken across all edge-fragments) grows as the EPE tolerance is relaxed. This is
shown more clearly in Section 3.3.4.
3.2.4 Constrained OPC
We enforce the obtained EPE tolerances within a commercial OPC insertion flow.
We use Calibre [47] as the OPC insertion tool; details of constraining the tool are
described in the next section.
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Table 3.2: Benchmark details.
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3.3 Experimental Setup and Results
In this section we describe our experiments and the results obtained in order to
validate the EPEMinCorr methodology.
3.3.1 Test Cases
We use several combinational benchmarks drawn from ISCAS85 suite of bench-
marks and Opencores [48]. These benchmark circuits are synthesized, placed and
routed in a restricted TSMC 0.13 µm library containing a total of 32 cell macros
with cell types of BUF, INV, NAND2, NAND3, NAND4, NOR2, NOR3, and NOR4.
The test case characteristics are given in Table 3.2.
3.3.2 Library Characterization
We assume a total of EPE tolerance levels ranging from ±4 nm to ±14 nm. Corre-
sponding to each EPE tolerance, the worst case gate length is 130nm+EPE Tolerance.
We map cell delays to EPE tolerance levels by creating multiple .lib files for each
of the 10 worst case gate lengths using circuit simulation. For simplicity, we neglect
the dependence of delay on input slew in our analysis but this could easily be added
to the framework.
Expected mask cost for each cell type is extracted as a function of EPE tolerance.
We run model-based OPC using Calibre on individual cells followed by fracturing to
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obtain MEBES data volume numbers for each (cell, tolerance) pair. Though the exact
corrections applied to a cell will depend somewhat on its placement environment,
standalone OPC is fairly representative of data volume changes with changing EPE
tolerance. Finally, we calculate the sensitivity of mask cost to delay change under the
assumption that cost reduction is a linear function of delay increase. This assumption
is based on linearity between gate delay and CD as well as the rough linearity shown
in Figure 3.4 between data volume and EPE tolerance. We then build a .lib-like look-
up table of correction cost sensitivities (with respect to the tightest EPE tolerance of
4 nm). When slack is distributed to various nodes, we extract the load capacitances
that are used to identify entries in the sensitivity table. Cost change is most sensitive
to delay changes when the load capacitance is small (this typically indicates a small
driver and subsequently small amount of data volume) and the sensitivity numbers
are on the order of 1X to 10X MEBES features per ps delay change.
3.3.3 EPEMinCorr with Calibre
Our OPC flow involves assist-feature insertion followed by model-based OPC.
The EPE tolerance is assigned to each gate by the tagging command within Calibre.
As indicated in Figure 3.7, we first separate the entire poly layer into gate poly and
field poly components. The field-poly tolerance is taken to be ±14 nm while gate-
poly tolerance ranges from ±4 nm to ±14 nm. We tag the assigned EPE tolerance
to cell names. In this way, we can track the EPE tolerance of each gate individually.
We take 1 nm as our step size (step size is the minimum perturbation to an edge that
model-based OPC can make, and smaller step sizes lead to better correction accuracy
at the cost of runtime) when applying OPC to obtain very precise correction levels.
We set the iteration number to the minimum value beyond which adding mask
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Figure 3.7: Summary of EPE assigment for OPC level control.
.
cost and CD distribution show little sensitivity to OPCs, which is found experimen-
tally. After model-based OPC is applied, we perform “printimage” simulations in
Calibre to obtain the expected as-printed wafer image of the layout. Average gate
CD and its standard deviation are extracted from this wafer image. The corrected
GDSII is fractured into MEBES using CalibreMDP. The total mask data volume is
then determined based on the MEBES file sizes.
3.3.4 Results
We synthesize the benchmark circuits using Synopsys Design Compiler. Place
and route is performed using Cadence Silicon Ensemble. Synopsys Primetime is
used to output the slack report of the top 500 critical paths (not true for the biggest
benchmark r4 sova where more paths are needed as discussed below) as well as the
load capacitance for each driving pin. As noted above, STA is run with a modified 134
nm (EPE tolerance tightest on gate poly and loosest on field poly) library with pin
capacitances corresponding to 144 nm (loosest EPE tolerance) to remain conservative
after slack budgeting. We use CPLEX v8.1 [49] as the mathematical programming
solver to solve the budgeting linear program. Two types of benchmarks are involved
in our experiments: (i) large designs with a “wall” of critical paths, e.g., r4 sova in
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Figure 3.8: Gate CD distribution for c432. Gates with budgeted 4nm EPE tolerance
are labeled critical gates while others are labeled as non-critical. The
y-axis shows the number of fragments of gate edges with a given printed
CD. .
Table 3.2; and (ii) circuits with fairly small sizes, e.g., benchmarks except r4 sova.
For (ii), a single iteration is efficient to solve the budgeting problem; for (i) however,
more iterations may be necessary because some paths which are potentially critical
but are not reported due to the constraint of maximum number of critical paths
may become top critical later on as they are not treated as optimization objects by
the slack budgeting algorithm, resulting in performance degradation. One possible
solution to this problem is to perform iterations to selectively include those paths
that may cause performance degradation, as slack budgeting objects. Another simple
but not as efficient option is to increase the constraint of maximum number of critical
paths in the slack report. We deploy a hybrid way for r4 sova in our case, i.e., the
constraint on the initial number of critical paths is increased from 500 to 10000, then
in each iteration 5000 more paths that are potentially critical are included for slack
budgeting. After 8 iterations the performance degradation due to the selective OPC
is reduced to less than 1% (first iteration gives 4.3% performance degradation).
The extracted CD variation for test case c432 after EPEMinCorr OPC is shown
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Table 3.3:
Impact of EPEMinCorr optimization on cost and CD. All runtimes are
based on a 2.4GHz Xeon machine with 2GB memory running Linux.
Traditional OPC Flow EPEMinCorr Flow
Testcase CD Distribution OPC Delay Budget- CD Distribution (nm) OPC Delay Normalized
All Gates (nm) Runtime (ns) ing Run- All Gates Crit. Gates Runtime (ns) MEBES
mean σ (hr) time (s) mean σ mean σ (hr) Volume
c432 130.9 1.55 0.2643 1.33 1 131.3 3.90 129.9 1.67 0.2047 1.33 0.87
c5315 130.2 1.83 1.261 1.94 3 131.7 4.70 129.7 1.89 1.180 1.94 0.82
c6288 129.7 1.52 3.275 5.21 9 131.4 4.45 129.7 1.27 2.697 5.21 0.86
c7552 129.6 1.65 1.856 1.59 4 132.0 4.77 130.1 1.99 1.428 1.59 0.81
alu128 130.4 1.63 13.89 3.28 11 131.5 4.93 130.8 2.04 9.215 3.28 0.80
r4 sova 130.1 1.98 38.65 8.19 29,648 131.9 5.00 130.0 1.75 23.32 8.26 0.80
in Figure 3.8. The distributions show that Calibre is able to enforce assigned tol-
erances very consistently. A tighter CD distribution for critical gates is achieved
while non-critical gates (which can tolerate a larger deviation from nominal) have
a more relaxed (and hence less expensive to implement) gate length distribution.
Table 3.3 compares the runtime and data volume results for EPEMinCorr OPC and
traditional OPC. For relatively small circuits, a single iteration of the budgeting ap-
proach ensures that there is no timing degradation going from the traditional to the
EPEMinCorr flow, and the budgeting runtimes are negligibly small, ranging from 1s
to 11s. For large designs especially those with a “wall” of critical paths, iterations
may be required to avoid performance degradation and the sum of budgeting run-
times of each iteration may reach several hours (7 hours for r4 sova). The important
result is the amount of mask cost reductions achieved whether measures as runtime
of model-based OPC or fractured MEBES data volume. EPEMinCorr flow reduces
MEBES data volume by 13%-20%. Such reductions directly translate to substantial
mask-write time improvements. OPC runtimes are improved by 6%-39%. These
percentage numbers translate to a huge absolute TAT savings. For instance, the
EPEMinCorr flow saves 16.3 hours compared to the traditional OPC flow on a 34000
gate benchmark.
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3.4 Conclusions and Future Work
We have proposed and implemented a practical means of reducing masks costs
and the computational complexity of OPC insertion through formalized performance-
driven OPC assignment. In particular we focus on the use of edge placement errors
to drive OPC insertion tools and leverage EPEs as the mechanism to direct these
tools to correct only to the levels required to meet timing specifications. An iterative
linear programming based approach is used to perform slack budgeting in an efficient
manner. This formulation results in a specific slack budget for each gate which is
then mapped to allowable critical dimensions in the standard cell. Finally EPEs are
generated from the CD budget and tags are placed on gates to indicate to the OPC
insertion tool the appropriate level of correction. Our results on several benchmarks
ranging from 300 to 34000 cells show up to 20% reductions in MEBES data volume
which is frequently used as metric for RET complexity. Furthermore, the runtime of
the OPC insertion tool is reduced by up to 39% - this is critical since running OPC
tools at the full-chip level is an extremely time-consuming step during the physical
verification stage of IC design.
In future technologies allowable CD tolerances may be set more by bounds on
acceptable leakage power than by traditional delay uncertainty constraints. We plan
to incorporate power constraints into our formulation. Moreover, we plan to extend
the EPEMinCorr methodology for field poly features. Impact of field polysilicon
shapes on performance comes from their overlap with contact layer. So field poly
extensions to EPEMinCorr will have to evaluate error in terms of contact coverage
area. Expensive masking layers include diffusion, contact, metal1 and metal2 besides
polysilicon. The performance impact of OPC errors on these other layers can also
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be computed and consequently EPEMinCorr methodology extended.
Another direction of work is exploring other degrees of freedom in OPC besides
EPE tolerance which have a strong effect on mask cost. Two such parameters are
fragmentation and minimum jog length.
In a follow-up work of an industrial scale of application [50], a methodology
similar to EPEMinCorr was used to optimize mask cost for a big design block. The
resulting OPC’d layout went through dummy mask write at a mask shop. The
authors reported 25% shot count reduction and up to 32% reduction in mask write
time.
CHAPTER IV
Advanced Timing Analysis Based on Post-OPC
Extraction of Critical Dimensions
4.1 Introduction
In contrast to the traditional design flow as illustrated in Figure 4.1, in this
chapter we present a methodology for post-OPC embedded static timing analysis by
extracting residual OPC errors from a state-of-the-art placed and routed full-chip
microprocessor layout and for deriving actual (calibrated to silicon) Lgate values.
The implementation of this automated flow is achieved through a combination of
post-OPC layout back-annotation and selective extraction from the global circuit
netlist. This approach improves upon the traditional design flow practices where ideal
(drawn) Lgate values are employed, which leads to poor performance predictability
of the as-fabricated design. When post-OPC Lgate values are used, timing analysis
results indicate substantial differences in the order of speed path criticality, with the
worst-case slack increasing by 36.4%. Pin slacks of critical instances are worsened on
average and a larger number of critical cells are reported in terms of both total cell
count as well as the number of cell types involved on critical paths.
These results point to the need for adoption of process-based simulation results
within the traditional design flow so that design optimization is better targeted and
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effort is not wasted optimizing paths that are not actually critical in the fabricated
part. In addition, this flow can be used by OPC engineers to locate critical layout
patterns across the full-chip layout where OPC could not achieve the desired Lgate
control. Once identified, a calibrated OPC algorithm could then be applied locally
to attain large savings on full-chip OPC run time. This is particularly essential in
designs with matching transistors (e.g., mixed signal designs, clock generation in
microprocessors). Furthermore, this flow can easily identify cells either with high
frequency of occurrence in critical paths or with large pin slacks, so that various op-
timizations such as well-calibrated localized OPC algorithms, multi-threshold voltage
assignments, gate sizing, etc., can be applied directly to the full-chip layout to im-
prove overall chip performance. While these optimizations are already applied prior
to sign-off, a post-OPC timing analysis will provide more accurate CD data and allow
for further improvement.
4.2 Overview of Methodology
CD distortions introduced by proximity effects have a significant impact on circuit
performance. OPC is used to compensate for these CD distortions yet it becomes
a major source of systematic variability itself. Analysis in [51] demonstrated that
systematic intra-chip Lgate variability is the main cause of speed degradation for large
circuits, especially those with a large number of critical paths and short logic depths.
In addition, designers place significant emphasis on fixing worst-case speed paths that
are identified in timing simulations based on ideal Lgate values (potentially corner-
based) which may be quite misleading in the sub-wavelength lithography regime.
Process simulations showing aerial images of printed features are used to check the
effectiveness of OPC and can provide accurate Lgate predictions after a layout is
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complete, pointing to the possibility of post-OPC timing verification and OPC re-
calibration. This section describes a newly developed methodology as illustrated in
Figure 4.2.
• Process CD Simulation for Critical Gates. The starting point of the flow is
a post-OPC layout on which process CD simulations can theoretically be per-
formed across the entire chip although this would be very time consuming. The
OPC layers used for mask creation are generated based on carefully calibrated
optical and resist models for the particular lithographic conditions. In our anal-
ysis we focus on the systematic poly gate variation introduced by RETs/OPC;
the presented flow could easily be extended to include variation of metal layers
as well. We perform a selective process CD simulation only for gates on critical
paths as predicted in the full-chip timing analysis, tagging them with a critical
layer. These tagged critical gates are then extracted along with the peripheral
geometries within a certain distance (i.e., the optical diameter, beyond which
geometries have no impact for the given optical lithography system) to account
for optical interactions from adjacent cells. We do this on a path-by-path basis
to facilitate future analysis and diagnosis. We perform aerial image simulations
with Mentor Graphics Calibre RET tools for each of the critical paths, and for
simplicity, the Si-based CDs are extracted and defined as the dimension at the
center point for each transistor. Each process CD value is identified with the
GDS coordinates of the corresponding transistor which are used to map process
CDs back to the circuit netlist.
• Library Re-characterization. This step updates the cell timing library with
Si-based process CDs by creating a location-aware SPICE netlist for each cell.
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Figure 4.1: Typical design flow in sub-micron VLSI design.
After the process CDs for critical gates are found and back-annotated, the
original library is expanded with re-characterized cells. Each transistor is iden-
tified by its lower-left coordinates relative to the origin point of the cell. The
origin point is determined by the cell’s placement orientation and the relative
coordinates are calculated with additional info on gate geometry. A special
LVS is performed to extract the location of each transistor within a cell in the
library. After that, the Lgate values in the SPICE netlists are modified with the
extracted Si-based process CDs. Finally, SPICE simulations are performed for
timing re-characterizations to account for the impact of systematic Lgate varia-
tions. We do not consider changes in cell parasitics due to gate CD variations
which are expected to be second order compared to the drive current changes
that are modeled. These re-characterized cells, corresponding to their locations
and distinguished by cell names, are combined with a typical cell library for
timing analysis.
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Figure 4.2: Methodology overview.
• Static Timing Analysis with Process CDs. The global chip netlist is modified to
map to the expanded cell library. Then a full-chip timing analysis is performed
using commercial tools and the top critical paths are reported. These critical
paths may include cells that were not re-characterized in the previous step
(i.e., they are on paths that the original pre-OPC timing analysis did not
flag as critical) in which case re-charac-terization of newly critical cells will be
necessary.
• Results Comparison with Traditional Timing Analysis. Timing analysis results
based on process-simulated CDs are compared with those simulated in the tra-
ditional flow with ideal gate CDs at typical operating conditions. We choose
to make comparisons at the typical process corner rather than the worst pro-
cess corner to avoid the overly pessimistic worst-case process corner and also
since post-OPC CD extractions are performed at best focus conditions, corre-
sponding to a typical process. Therefore, our goal is to determine whether the
systematic Lgate variations introduced by RET/OPC have a significant impact
on typical corner performance.
4.3 Experiments and Results
We focus on a state-of-the-art microprocessor design in 90 nm technology, using a
193nm optical lithography system. The optical diameter outside of which neighboring
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geometries have no impact, is set as 4 µm based on experimental results. Due to
newly discovered critical cells in each timing analysis with Si-based process CDs,
three iterations of cell timing re-characterizations are performed with runtime of
approximately three hours per iteration. In the final speed path report, under 2%
of total critical cells have not been re-characterized using their extracted CDs; these
cells appear only in paths with lower critical ordering. The total runtime for this
flow is kept low due to the following: (1) only a small subset of all instances (∼0.5%)
are selected for post-OPC process CD simulations; (2) process CD simulations for
each of the critical paths, as well as timing re-characterization for critical cells, is
done in parallel; and (3) most cells on critical paths are simple, such as inverters and
MUXes, so that little runtime for cell timing re-characterizations is required. In the
experimental results below we outline the need for a post-OPC timing verification
design flow with the potential for re-optimization or further OPC assignment. This
flow can be supported with a fast and localized OPC assignment algorithm; for each
design optimization requiring layout modification, the OPC layer will be changed
although only slightly. With the majority of the layout geometries remaining the
same, there is no need to regenerate OPC patterns for the bulk of features and thus
incremental OPC capabilities are desirable.
4.3.1 Critical Paths Reordering
We define critical paths as paths with slack ≤ 0. These paths are rank ordered
with the most critical ones first and we assign path IDs according to this ordering
(e.g., the most critical path is path ID 1). The experimental results show that in
general the Si-based timing report lists more paths (2.7X) as critical than the ideal
Lgate based timing report, with average path slacks worsened by 24.4%. Figure
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Figure 4.3: Critical path reordering.
4.3 shows the slack distributions for critical paths from the Si-based timing report
and the traditional timing report, and also provides a binary indicator with value
+1 meaning that the path appears in both of timing reports while a value of −1
indicates that the specified path only appears in the Si-based timing report. The
y-axis relates normalized path slack where the slack of the most critical path in the
Si-based timing report is the reference value. In general, we observe more negative
slack paths in the Si-based timing report. A considerable number of paths with high
critical ordering are not reported in the traditional timing analysis (indicated as −1).
We now discuss these paths separately based on whether they appear in both reports
(old paths) or only in the Si-based timing report (new paths).
• Old Paths. For paths existing in both timing reports, we examine the crit-
ical ordering difference. The sign (negative/positive) of the critical ordering
difference indicates the shifting direction (more/less critical, respectively) of
that critical path in the Si-based timing report compared to the traditional
timing report, while the absolute value indicates how many paths it passes to
achieve the new critical ordering. As shown in Figure 4.4 the range of critical
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Figure 4.4: Reordering of critical paths.
Figure 4.5: Worsened slacks for old critical paths.
ordering difference is between −195 and +224, implying that paths become up
to 195 paths more critical and 224 paths less critical, respectively. Even for
paths with positive changes (less critical overall) they typically become more
critical in the sense that their absolute slack is often worse than that found in
the traditional timing report. The path slack changes are shown in Figure 4.5,
where the worst case slack is increased by 36.4%, and the average slack change
is 0.22 with a maximum shift of 0.47 (again these values are normalized to the
worst-case slack observed in the Si-based timing report).
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Figure 4.6: Slacks for new critical paths.
Figure 4.7: Pin slacks for critical cells.
• New Paths. When post-OPC CDs are used, 21.8% new critical paths are iden-
tified. Some of these new paths are highly critical with large slack violations
according to the post-OPC analysis (see Figure 4.6). Path slacks in new path
cases are worsened by 0.22 (normalized) on average. As a result, using the
traditional timing analysis as a guideline for design optimization will be very
misleading in that certain paths will be not be considered for resizing, etc.
although they will actually be critical post-fabrication.
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4.3.2 Tracing for Critical Cells
To investigate whether specific cells consistently appear on critical paths, and thus
are good candidates for cell re-design and/or close attention during OPC assignment,
we define critical cells as instances with pin slack ≤ 0 and compare pin slacks and
the top ten most frequently used critical cells under the two timing analysis schemes.
As indicated in Figure 4.7, the distribution of pin slack for critical cells is wider
in the Si-based timing report, with a shift to larger slack violations on average.
More cells become critical in terms of the total number (increasing by 45.7%) as
well as cell types (increasing by 12.7%). These results indicate that more design
effort on optimization and cost will be involved. By identifying the most frequently
used critical cells, more effort may be placed on optimizing the delay of these cells,
and better CD control may be achieved by using a more OPC-friendly cell layout.
We find that 53% and 50% of total critical cells in traditional and Si-based timing
analysis, respectively, are made up of the top ten critical cell types. As shown in
Figure 4.8 (a) and (b) we observe that the ordering of the top ten most frequently
used critical cell types changes slightly while the average pin slack becomes 42.7%
worse in the post-OPC analysis. From these results we conclude that library-level
design optimizations should be made based on a Si-based analysis.
4.3.3 OPC-Driven Analysis
Model-based OPC corrects the layout on a point-by-point basis, considering all
neighboring features as well as the complex interactions between the stepper and
mask. By decomposing the edges of each feature into small fragments, the overall
OPC quality can be improved through more fine-grained edge movements. Such




Ideal Lgate based timing report Si-based timing report
Figure 4.8: Top ten most frequently used cells in ideal Lgate based timing report vs.
in Si-based timing report.
use of a given prioritization scheme for each fragment may limit the convergence of
the overall OPC correction. For instance, the number of iterations of edge move-
ments required to converge below the OPC-specified residual error might vary from
fragment to fragment. This issue can be dealt with by adjusting the priority scheme
based on the identification of these problematic layout patterns. Our flow provides
a way to compute the normalized OPC residuals for instances on critical paths and
associate them with that cell’s occurrence frequency. As shown in Figure 4.9 there
are several cells with both large CD errors and a high frequency of occurrence. In
these cases either customized OPC recipes can be created or cell layout patterns
could be adjusted to improve the overall printability.
To further diagnose the impact of neighboring features, we examine layout pat-
terns that cause gates to exhibit large CD variations after OPC is applied. Figure
4.10 shows an example of the impact of environment for three instances of a single
(identical) gate polygon in terms of Lgate errors. The highlighted gate is an inverter
and we focus on the P-transistor (bottom device). Two heuristic rules to enhance
manufacturability are often applied: (1) use of a single pitch on the critical layer,
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Figure 4.9: Normalized Lgate residual for cells on critical paths.
(aa) (bb) (cc)
(a) (b) (c)
CD error: 7.33X 6X 1X
Figure 4.10: Impact of environment on Lgate residuals of the same gate. The error
is extracted for the P-transistor only in the highlighted inverter and is
normalized to (c).
and (2) avoidance of non-rectilinear shapes (e.g., L’s or T’s). This is reflected in Fig-
ure 4.10. The layout in (a) is undesirable due to the large decoupling capacitances
nearby while (b) is also poor due to the many L shapes in neighboring poly. For the
same inverter layout in (c) the neighborhood around the P-transistor leads to better
printability, reducing the Lgate errors (normalized) by 7.33X compared to (a).
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Figure 4.11: Design flow with post-OPC verification.
4.4 Results Summary
An automated flow for post-OPC performance verification is presented. Exper-
imental results on a 90nm microprocessor show significant changes in the timing
analysis compared to the traditional methodology of performing final timing analy-
sis before OPC application. The number of critical paths increased by 170% while the
worst-case slack violation increased by 36.4%. Among all critical paths found in the
post-OPC flow, 21.8% were not reported in the traditional timing analysis. These
changes demonstrate that traditional performance analyses are no longer valid in
nanometer-scale designs that rely on complex resolution enhancement technologies.
A post-OPC performance verification design flow can enable process variation-
aware design optimization as well as drive tradeoffs when significant variability is
unavoidable. Using the framework presented in this chapter, one design flow based
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on post-OPC verification with only slight modifications to the traditional flow is given
by Figure 4.11. The post-OPC process CD extraction is performed at the same stage
when interconnect parasitics are extracted and back-annotated. In this way the large
systematic gate CD variations due to RET/OPC are taken into account during static
timing analysis to achieve more accurate performance predictions. The methodology
described in this chapter is based on the ability to tag critical gates such as those
on critical paths or matching gates so that specific corrections can be applied to
these gates to achieve better CD control rather than attempting to reduce gate CD
variation in all scenarios. This type of back-annotation can be easily extended to
the metal and contact layers in order to enable RC extraction based on Si-based
post-OPC dimensions. Integrating the OPC step into the design flow effectively will
allow design-time optimizations to be aware of the manufacturing process and achieve
improved performance and yields in the final as-fabricated design.
CHAPTER V




Although RETs have historically been a strictly post-layout procedure, they now
need to become part of a cohesive design flow in which libraries and layouts are opti-
mized directly based on conflicts discovered by the RET tool [20]. This“trickle-down”
effect of RETs towards the design process is also manifested by more conservative
design rules, particularly for the critical polysilicon layer. In particular, the ability
to print very tight pitches as well as print a wide range of pitches in a given layer
is very difficult for subwavelength lithographic systems. As a result, there is a trend
towards limiting the range of allowed pitches in the polysilicon layer [21]. This type
of restricted design rule (RDR) seeks to enforce a particular style of layout that is
known to be highly manufacturable. As with any design rule, it is a tradeoff between
manufacturability and performance, where performance can be measured as layout
density, delay, power, etc. By nature, these RDRs seek to push the tradeoff more in
favor of the manufacturing side, sacrificing performance in the process. Despite the
move towards RDRs, there has been no comprehensive and systematic study of their
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Figure 5.1: ASIC design flow targeting RDR evaluation.
expected impact on manufacturability and performance. This approach presents an
analysis of various RDR sets applied within an ASIC design methodology. We seek to
minimize mask costs, maintain circuit performance, and enhance feature printability
and reliability.
5.2 RDR Evaluative Methodology
5.2.1 ASIC Design Flow Targeting RDR Evaluation
To evaluate the performance and manufacturability impact of restricted design
rules, we set up the design flow shown in Figure 5.1. Initially we have a set of default
design rules based on IBM 0.13 µm technology and a pruned standard cell netlist
containing basic cell types such as BUF, INV, NAND, NOR, AND, OR, AOI, and
OAI. We then create GDS representations for each cell with an automatic layout
generation tool. After parasitic extraction, each cell is characterized for both timing
and power performance to generate a .lib file. At this point we have the necessary
infrastructure to proceed to synthesis/place and route (P&R).
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The library generation process is repeated by altering the set of design rules
through inclusion of a single candidate RDR, such as adding stricter requirements
for poly gate spacing, minimum poly line end extension, etc. The goal of these added
RDRs is to improve the final printability and reliability with as little performance
impact as possible. We re-generate layouts and .lib files for a number of candidate
RDR sets, then perform synthesis/P&R, and obtain timing, power, and area reports
after back-annotation for several benchmark circuits. Note that the circuit topology
is unchanged in all implementations of a given benchmark. That is, we do not re-
synthesize the circuit with a new library but instead map the gate-level netlist to a
new .lib and proceed with the back-end of the typical ASIC flow.
After circuits are placed and routed for each individual library, we perform OPC
for each layout with a general but comprehensive model-based OPC recipe con-
taining information such as the line end correction procedures, concave and convex
corner correction instructions, etc.1 The amount and impact of the applied RET is
a function of the circuit layout which in turn depends on cell layout among other
factors. Thus, we can evaluate how specific design rule changes impact both circuit
performance (delay, area, power) and manufacturability/printability/mask cost as
measured on MEBES data volume, histograms of resulting edge placement errors
(EPE), etc. The next section contains more details about EPE and MEBES data
volume. Specific EDA tools used within this overall flow are:
• Layout automatic generation - Prolific Progenesis [52];
• Physical capacitance extraction - Mentor Graphics Calibre xRC [53];
1All OPC-related results shown in this chapter are extracted based on simulations on
layout test patterns with industry optical and process conditions.
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• Timing and power characterization tool - Synopsys HSPICE and Powerarc [54];
• Synthesis/P&R - Synopsys Design Compiler [54] and Cadence Silicon Ensem-
ble [55];
• Back-annotated timing simulation - Synopsys PrimeTime [54];
• OPC layer generation, EPE extraction, and mask data preparation (MDP) -
Mentor Graphics Calibre RET [53].
This section discusses candidate design rules that can be altered in an attempt
to improve printability or manufacturability. Modern design rule manuals have hun-
dreds of entries; we examine just a handful of possible RDRs on the polysilicon layer,
which is the most critical for transistor performance, in order to draw concise con-
clusions. In particular, spacing between features is one of the most important rule
types that affects circuit manufacturability: the light field of a given feature is greatly
affected by the location of neighbor features, leading to CD variations that can result
in loss of parametric yield. Most of the design rules we investigate therefore deal with
either intra-layer or inter-layer spacings. As another example, minimal polysilicon
overlap of diffusion is a critical design rule as it ensures that the edges of a MOSFET
maintain consistency in dimensions with the interior portion of the channel.
Our starting point is a default flexible design rule set within which all spacing rules
are at their minimum values and bent gates or 45-degree routes of poly are allowed
(i.e., bentgate is“on”). From this point we construct restricted design rule sets by first
turning bentgate “off” and then investigating the following rule categories: increased
minimum poly to poly spacing, increased minimum field poly to diffusion spacing,
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Table 5.1:
RDR default and modified values (note that the corresponding rule names
appearing in all following figures are included in parentheses after values)
Rule name Default(µm) Modified(µm)
Bentgate “off” “on”, baseline “on”
line width 0.12 0.12 (bentgate) 0.14 (bent w14)
Poly poly space 0.20 (sp 20) 0.24 (sp 24) 0.28 (sp 28)
Poly diffusion space 0.08 0.10 (pdsp 10) 0.12 (pdsp 12)
Poly end extension 0.28 0.34 (povg 34) 0.40 (povg 40)
Figure 5.2: Layout illustrations of RDR candidates.
larger minimum poly line end extension beyond diffusion, and also turning bentgate
back on while increasing the minimal allowable linewidth in a bent gate structure.
Figure 5.2 depicts layouts corresponding to the RDR candidates we investigate:
• Bentgate “on” as baseline (Figure 5.2 (1));
– Bentgate line width (Figure 5.2 (5)).
• Bentgate “off”
– Poly to poly spacing (Figure 5.2 (2));
– Poly to diffusion spacing (Figure 5.2 (3)); and
– Poly end extension (Figure 5.2 (4)).
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5.2.2 RDR Candidates
Once the form of the specific RDRs are decided, we then seek to find the range of
values that the RDRs should take on so that we can expect printability improvements.
For example, it is clear that poly to poly spacing cannot be set below the value in
the default design rule set since that spacing has already been determined to be
the minimum allowable that ensures decent printability. To create more conservative
design rules, we want to examine the impact of larger poly to poly spacings. However,
if this spacing becomes too large it can actually jeopardize manufacturability since
many modern lithography systems are not adept at printing intermediate pitch values
[20].
To investigate the range of poly pitches that print well using our (fixed) OPC
recipe, we use edge placement errors (EPE) as a quantifying metric. EPE is a com-
mon measure of how closely a printed feature actually reflects the corresponding
designed feature. Usually EPE has larger magnitude near the ends (along the width
dimension) of a transistor gate; this implies that in small-width gates the impact
of CD variability is relatively larger and that the edges of a device may exhibit
substantial leakage currents since a smaller-than-nominal channel length leads to ex-
ponentially more subthreshold leakage through short-channel effects [56]. This also
points to line end extension rules as a possible RDR. As indicated in Figure 5.3,
with a more restrictive minimum poly to poly spacing rule the EPE distribution of
a NAND2X2 (2-input NAND of size 2) without OPC shows a consistent left shift
until it reaches approximately 0.70 µm at which point it then moves back to tighter
distributions. In general, with advanced off-axis illumination approaches such as
annular or quadrupole illumination there could be several pitch ranges where the
optical diffraction results in poor printed images (in this chapter, this manifests as
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Figure 5.3: Impact of pitch on the EPE histogram of a NAND2X2 without OPC.
larger EPEs). These pitch regions, determined by the details of the entire lithogra-
phy process, are sometimes referred to as the forbidden pitch ranges, and should be
avoided by IC designers. As can be seen, the EPE (or CD) variation becomes smaller
for isolated lines but the average value increases. This behavior can be attributed to
the fact that the radius of influence of optical diffraction effects extends to approx-
imately 0.6µm and any pitch above that prints similarly poorly [40]. In our study,
we define 0.42 µm to 0.72 µm (equivalent to 0.30 µm to 0.60 µm poly spacing where
poly width is set to its minimum value of 0.12 µm) as our forbidden pitch ranges. In
our study, we investigate RDRs that take on the values shown in Table 5.1.
5.2.3 Evaluation Metrics for Manufacturability/Cost
As described above, EPEs are used as a measure of OPC effectiveness with a goal
of zero EPE for all polygons forming transistor gates. However, an “edge” placement
error does not provide complete insight to the actual critical dimension or CD - two
edges (or EPEs) are needed to determine CD, indicating the need to localize each
EPE and match it with the EPE value on the immediately opposing side of the
polygon. Considering that each single transistor may actually have multiple CDs
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Figure 5.4: Mask data preparation (post OPC).
due to irregular printed image (i.e., transistor gate lengths can be non-uniform along
the width dimension), we find an average CD for each transistor by calculating the
gate and active overlap area with the simulated printed image and dividing it by
the measured gate width. When CD is reported in the remainder of this chapter, it
refers to the average gate-length calculated in this manner.
Moreover, we use the mask writer format (MEBES) data volume to evaluate the
complexity of the resulting mask for the critical layer. We use this as an OPC or
design-cost metric since GDSII files must be fractured into MEBES format (see Fig-
ure 5.42) during mask data preparation and this step has become a serious bottleneck
due to large figure counts from RETs. For out purposes, MEBES data volume re-
flects the complexity of an OPC layer which is impacted by the design rules used
for that layer. In summary, EPEs and averaged CD variation are used as criteria for
manufacturability while we use MEBES data volume to evaluate OPC cost.
5.3 Testbed and Experimental
Results
We use IBM 0.13 µm CMOS technology in the following simulations and ISCAS85
circuits as benchmarks to evaluate our .lib files. The descriptions of these testcases
are as follows:
• c7552 - a 32-bit adder/comparator, the largest circuit in ISCAS85;
2Figure courtesy M. Reiger, Synopsys Inc.
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• c6288 - a 16×16 multiplier; and
• c5315 - a 9-bit ALU.
5.3.1 Impact of Defocus
Defocus in the lithography system is a key parameter that strongly affects the
printability of fine resolution images since it determines the process window (defined
as the range of exposure dose and defocus within which acceptable image tolerance
is maintained). When the absolute amount of defocus exceeds a certain “best-focus”
value, the printed features can go out of the CD variation tolerance, since only a
limited depth of focus (DOF) is allowed in a lithography system. Four different
defocus values, 0, 0.1 µm, 0.2 µm, and 0.3 µm are tested in our experiments. If not
specifically mentioned, all designs are simulated at 0 defocus with a comprehensive
model-based OPC recipe.
Impact of Defocus on Maximum EPE Levels
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the extracted maximum gate CD EPE tolerance (i.e., the
maximum EPE observed for any gate in the specified design). As can be seen, with
constant defocus, as poly spacing increases from 0.20 µm to 0.24 µm the maximum
EPE tolerance either remains constant or decreases, demonstrating an impact on CD
variation of this design rule. The maximum observed EPE nearly doubles as defocus
rises to 0.3 µm, indicating that focus variation is a large contributor to CD variation
as has been pointed out elsewhere [57]. Looking at the range of RDR sets, we first see
that the default design rule set leads to very large EPEs, up to 40 nm for a 130 nm
process. Furthermore, the simple removal of bent gates (shown as RDR set “sp 20”)
helps dramatically while further changes to the design rule set can also improve the
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worst-case EPE. The best RDR sets from these data sets are the “povg 34” set which
increases the minimum poly overlap of active by 60 nm and the “sp 24” set which
relaxes the poly-to-poly spacing by 20% relative to the baseline. We also note that
the relaxation of some design rules (e.g., “pdsp 10”) can actually worsen printability
of some difficult features in a layout compared to the “sp 20” design rule set.
Impact of Defocus on CD Distribution
To assess the impact of focus variation on CD, we use aerial image calculation
which models optical effects3. The intensity level for aerial image simulation is fixed
at the value which gives best aerial image for the “isofocal spacing”4 at best-focus.
Separately, the isofocal spacing is computed to be 200 nm by defocus simulations of
a simple test structure. This intensity level was maintained constant with defocus.
We then extracted the averaged CDs and their variation from aerial image contours,
as shown in Table 5.2. The 200 nm poly-spacing rule prints the best through-focus
as it results in cell layouts with inter-device spacings closest to the isofocal spacing.
This suggests that intelligent choice of the min-poly spacing which is cognizant of
the isofocal spacing as defined by the process can improve defocus characteristics of
the design.
Impact of Defocus on Functional Yield
In [2], the allowed variability in physical gate length is fixed at 10%. This trans-
lates to an average maximum allowable EPE of 5% on each edge of the gate. Note
that it is possible for a printed gate to have larger EPE on both sides and still main-
tain a nominal Lgate (i.e., positive and negative EPEs may appear simultaneously
3We ignore resist effects in this analysis as Calibre models are calibrated at best-focus
and may not yield accurate print image results for defocus conditions.
4The spacing for constant width that has nearly zero variation through a range of defocus
levels.
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Figure 5.5: Impact of defocus on c6288.
Figure 5.6: Impact of defocus on c7552.
and cancel the effect of each other) but this increases the possibility of functional
failure in a relatively dense circuit. To examine the fraction of printed gates in our
benchmark circuits that meet this ITRS requirement, we define functional yield to
be the percentage of total gates that print with less than 5% EPE for all fragments
of the gate.
As seen in Figure 5.7, for nearly every RDR set the functional yield is rather sen-
sitive to focus variation. This is expected since printability gets markedly worse when
features are out of focus. However, we find that the RDRs associated with increased
poly line-end extensions (povg ∗) show dramatically less sensitivity of functional
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Table 5.2: Impact of defocus on extracted CD mean and variation (unit: nm)
Defocus
0 0.1(µm) 0.2(µm) 0.3(µm)
RDR Mean σ Mean σ Mean σ Mean σ
sp 20 147.2 7.79 140.2 7.98 138.3 8.08 136.2 7.99
sp 24 147.0 7.79 141.0 7.91 138.1 7.94 136.1 9.54
sp 28 146.7 7.97 139.8 7.84 137.7 7.54 134.8 8.67
pdsp 10 147.1 8.23 140.3 8.16 138.2 8.36 135.8 9.03
pdsp 12 147.1 8.48 141.2 8.23 137.9 8.44 135.5 8.55
povg 34 140.2 8.27 138.9 8.13 138.8 8.90 136.1 9.10
povg 40 140.5 9.58. 142.5 9.25 139.2 9.03 136.4 33.7
bentgate 146.9 8.03 139.1 7.60 135.7 7.41 132.6 7.97
bent w14 147.0 7.80 139.3 7.36 135.4 7.13 132.9 7.08
Figure 5.7: Functional yield for a fixed 10% Lgate variation for c7552.
yield to defocus. This implies that design rule sets that include relaxed (larger),
poly line-end extension rules may have larger process windows which reduce manu-
facturing overhead/cost. We observe from the figure that the use of bent gates with
off-axis illumination (as we are using) produces a large number of gates with sub-
stantial (>5%) EPEs. Finally, we also see that the “pdsp 12” design rule set provides
a very high percentage of gates within the stated ITRS specification indicating it has
promise as an RDR.
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Figure 5.8: Impact of scattering bars on data volume for various RDRs for the c7552
circuit.
5.3.2 Scattering Bars
Isolated lines usually suffer more optical distortion effects than dense lines since
lithography and RET recipes are not tuned or optimized for isolated lines. Although
OPC corrects for the iso-dense bias at zero defocus, with non-zero defocus isolated
lines tend to print narrower (or wider depending on the lithography system being
used). Scattering bars (SBs), which are extremely narrow lines that do not actually
print on the wafer, can modify the wavefront and reduce these distortions. However,
liberal use of SBs adds considerable data volume in the MEBES format and places
additional requirements on the resolution of the mask writing equipment. For the
experiment of this section we modified our OPC recipe by adding scattering bars.
These SBs are added whenever a poly line is fairly isolated; their impact is to make
all poly lines in the design look similarly dense. Figure 5.8 shows the increase in data
volume when SBs are inserted for our experimental setup. We observe a relatively
consistent 15-20% increase in data volume when including SBs in the various RDR-
based libraries. Insertion of scattering bars depends on the desired tradeoff between
DOF margin and RET cost.
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Table 5.3:
Comparison of the single pitch library (SP) and the reduced default library
(RDL)
RDR 3σ CD Uncertainty Normalized Performance
Defocus (µm)
0.1 0.2 0.3 Delay Area Power MEBES
RDL 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
SP 0.91 0.79 0.75 1.05 1.10 1.01 0.75
5.3.3 Approach of the Single Pitch RDR
Modern processes are usually tuned to favor one particular pitch (e.g., in off-axis
illumination the angle of illumination to the mask is optimized so that one pitch can
be printed perfectly due to the diffraction of light). Although within a limited range
the illumination distortion caused by pitch differences may be compensated with
other techniques such as SBs, designers still must keep the forbidden pitch range
in mind for better yield. A “single pitch, single orientation” rule, where orientation
implies horizontal or vertical gate routes, is a highly desirable solution from a lithog-
raphy perspective but it requires significant constraints in library design and P&R.
For simplicity, the AOI and OAI cell types are excluded in this section. A larger
pitch number is expected than the default value so that a contact can be inserted
between two poly lines. We obtain a pseudo single pitch library in which 97.6% of
the gate pitches are fixed at a single value, while the remaining 2.4% are among three
other other values. This is due to limitations in the cell layout synthesis tools. We
compare the results with the reduced “sp 20” library, where AOI and OAI cell types
are excluded, and all RDRs are set at default except that bentgate is “off”. With a
scattering-bar OPC recipe only tuned at defocus 0.1µm for the single pitch library,
this RDR shows good potential to reduce the 3σ Lgate uncertainty (may reach 24.60%
as shown in Table 5.3). Moreover, the MEBES data volume can be 25% less with
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Table 5.4: Summary of normalized performance and manufacturability results
Testcase RDR Delay Area Power MEBES Yield
c7552 bentgate 1 1 1 1 1
sp 20 1.09 0.96 0.88 0.72 1.15
sp 24 1.00 1.01 0.92 0.76 1.14
sp 28 1.02 0.99 0.92 0.69 1.13
pdsp 10 1.02 1.00 0.91 0.70 1.16
pdsp 12 1.04 1.00 0.88 0.67 1.19
povg 34 1.02 0.98 0.88 0.69 1.17
povg 40 0.98 1.06 0.91 0.81 1.08
bent w14 1.05 0.95 0.94 0.89 0.99
c6288 bentgate 1 1 1 1 1
sp 20 0.99 1.12 1.02 0.87 1.13
sp 24 1.02 1.07 0.96 0.84 1.11
sp 28 1.01 1.10 0.99 0.85 1.11
pdsp 10 0.97 1.10 0.98 0.85 1.12
pdsp 12 0.97 1.13 1.00 0.81 1.15
povg 34 1.03 1.06 0.98 0.80 1.14
povg 40 0.99 1.10 0.94 0.87 1.08
bent w14 0.96 1.05 1.03 0.99 1.00
c5315 bentgate 1 1 1 1 1
sp 20 0.99 1.00 0.85 0.75 1.12
sp 24 0.94 1.05 0.94 0.79 1.11
sp 28 1.00 1.09 1.00 0.76 1.12
pdsp 10 0.90 1.05 0.92 0.807 1.07
pdsp 12 0.93 1.04 0.91 0.70 1.17
povg 34 0.90 1.15 1.03 0.85 1.16
povg 40 0.93 1.20 1.06 0.94 1.07
bent w14 0.94 1.04 1.04 1.00 1.00
some penalty on performance (less than 6% in delay and power and about 10% in
area).
5.3.4 Experiment on Circuit Performance
While the above discussion has been targeted at the manufacturability improve-
ments provided by various RDRs, we must simultaneously consider the performance
penalties incurred. In this section we report on the timing, area, and power impli-
cations of the aforementioned RDRs for the three studied benchmarks. Table 5.4
summarizes the circuit performance, mask data volume, and parametric yield given
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a 10% CD variation tolerance budget for all RDRs considered in this work. Looking
at all three benchmarks we first point out that the range of delay values is quite
small over all RDRs (5-10% worst-case spread) while the area and power impact is
somewhat larger (up to 20% spread in both). The minimum poly diffusion spacing
rule as 0.12 µm (“pdsp 12”) appears to be the most favorable rule for low MEBES
data volume and high yield with acceptable performance. In particular it is useful to
compare the“sp 20”and“pdsp 12”design rules which differ only in the poly diffusion
spacing rule. The latter shows improvements in both data volume and yield with
negligible performance penalties (including better delay in all three circuits). The
two line end extension rules (shown as “povg ∗”) exhibit very similar characteristics
and show excellent robustness to process defocus as mentioned earlier. The use of
bent gates with minimum size may typically save area but at the expense of greatly
increased data volume and substantial yield loss. As a result, it is now commonplace
to see bent gates prohibited in modern design rule sets to improve manufacturability.
All of the above indicates that there are good performance arguments to introduce
RDRs in modern processes to reduce cost of ownership, without hurting yield and
circuit performance.
CHAPTER VI
DRC Plus: Augmenting Standard DRC with
Pattern Matching on 2D Geometries
6.1 Introduction
Design rule checks (DRC) are the industry workhorse for constraining design to
ensure both physical and electrical manufacturability of VLSI circuits. For example,
complex issues in resolution enhancement technology (RET) including k, NA, source
frequency λ, source shape and off-axis illumination, are all summarized as DRC in
the form of allowable geometric measurements such as minimum line width, mini-
mum space, forbidden pitches, etc. Even complex interactions, such as that between
aerial image, photoresist, and line-ends, are summarized as specifications on tip-to-
tip spacing and tip-to-line spacing in DRC. The guarantee to circuit designers and
layout engineers is well understood: follow these DRC, and subsequent processing
including OPC, lithography, and process steps will manufacture the circuit to the
drawn specification [58]. This abstraction is necessary to free designers to deal with
other formidable challenges in circuit design, such as area, capacitance, robustness,
and delay. However, as devices continue to shrink from generation to generation and
manufacturing challenges become more formidable, the clean abstraction provided
by traditional DRC begins to crumble in two ways.
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First, while aggressive RET and OPC models are carefully tuned for simple 1D
geometries of parallel lines and spaces, complex interactions of 2D geometries with
various RET choices are difficult to measure, difficult to model accurately, and diffi-
cult to analyze. This is the motive behind many suggestions to impose rigid design
rules which use highly regular structures for layout, and avoid these 2D geometries
altogether [20; 59]. The drawback is the potential of restricting design flexibility so
much, that designers cannot effectively optimize for other aforementioned challenges
of circuit design. While this latter point can be debated, the concern is clear: there
are problematic 2D geometries which are difficult for DRC to capture.
Second, for DRC to work well, the abstraction should be clear and concise, so
that the distinction between what is DRC clean and DRC dirty is clear in the minds
of layout engineers. Moving from generation to generation, however, the design rule
manual itself has evolved into a complex tome containing some cryptic rules put in
to handle exceptional cases as they occur [60]. This exception handling procedure
has been used with mixed success. Although it typically resolves the issue at hand,
quite often, it is the enforcement of some DRC rule that causes more complex 2D
geometries to be generated; in effect, designers meet the letter of the law, as defined
by the DRC implementation code, without understanding the spirit of the rule. This
leads to even more exceptional cases being added to the DRC manual, further in-
creasing its complexity. There needs to be a way to specify a 2D geometry to be
avoided, which can be easily understood, and specifically targeted so as to minimize
unwanted side effects.
The goal of DRC Plus is to resolve both of these issues, that is, to provide a way
of marking specific 2D geometries as undesirable, which can be clearly documented,
and easily implemented, without unwanted side effects. It does so by using fast,
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image-based pattern matching as a method for identifying specific undesirable 2D
geometries [61]. The image pattern itself, becomes a clear entry in the design manual
which says, “Avoid the 2D geometry pictured here.” However, this is insufficient for
the goal of minimizing unwanted side effects. As explained later, when comparing
DRC Plus to pattern matching, a single image comparison turns out to be a poor
metric for determining good layout from bad layout. Consequently, we apply a second,
simple preferred DRC rule which is only applied to the matched 2D pattern at hand.
In general then, a single DRC Plus rule consists of a two things: (1) a 2D pattern
identifying a problematic 2D geometric configuration, and (2) a simple DRC rule
identifying the desired fix only where the problematic configuration exists.
The remaining sections of this chapter describe the details of DRC Plus. Section
6.2 explains the structure of the DRC Plus implementation. Section 6.3 compares
DRC Plus against other DFM techniques, including DRC, yield design rules (YRC),
restrictive design rules (RDR), simulation based layout printability verification, and
pattern matching. Section 6.4 explains the creation process for DRC Plus rules, and
explains how to identify a 2D configuration as problematic. Section 6.5 presents run-
time performance results of DRC Plus when applied to real design data. Conclusions
and future work follow in Section 6.6.
6.2 DRC Plus
In Figure 6.1, various layouts with line-end spaces of -20nm (sub-nominal), +0nm
(min-space), and +20 nm (relaxed) are shown in Columns 2, 3 and 4, respectively.
On Row 2, a standard DRC rule has been defined with a minimum space requirement,
and the hashed error marker in Column 2 correctly identifies the -20nm sub-nominal
line-end space as a DRC violation. On Row 3, the same global DRC rule must be
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Figure 6.1: DRC Plus compared to standard DRC.
applied to a specific 2D situation where the line-end is surrounded on all sides by
a U-shape, which again flags the -20nm sub-nominal line-end space in Column 2
as an error. However, because of the U-shape surrounding the line-end, the +0nm
min-space line-end in Column 3 also exhibits manufacturing issues, as indicated by
the “?”-mark, even though it is DRC clean. On Row 4, DRC Plus first identifies
this “line-end into U-shape” configuration using pattern matching, and then applies
a +20nm relaxed line-end space rule, specifically in this situation. In this way, both
the -20nm sub-nominal space in Column 2 and the +0 nm min-space in Column 3
are correctly flagged as DRC Plus errors, which must be fixed in design.
The combination of a pattern match, followed by a preferred DRC rule to apply on
those patterns constitutes a DRC Plus rule. For the line-end into U-shape example in
Figure 6.1, the corresponding DRC Plus rule, to which we have given a hypothetical
id “demo100” is shown in Figure 6.2. The rule has a description very similar to a
simple DRC rule, except each rule is annotated with a layout clip to describe the
specific 2D situation where the preferred rule is applied, and a match tolerance,
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explained later in Section 6.3.1. A collection of individual DRC Plus rules can be
gathered together as a DRC Plus technology rule deck and design manual in a fashion
similar to DRC.
The DRC Plus software developed by us is built on top of existing software tools
as shown in Figure 6.3. Blocks in blue, the 2D Pattern Match Engine and DRC
Engine, are software provided by vendors. For each DRC Plus rule in the deck, the
2D pattern is matched against the target layout using the 2D Pattern Match Engine
[61]. This produces a set of match locations, represented as polygon markers. These
match locations, in conjunction with the preferred DRC rules and the target layout
are passed to the DRC engine. The resulting check results produced by the DRC
engine are also the DRC Plus check results, so there is no difference in the output
file format between standard DRC and DRC Plus. Consequently, the overhead for
integrating DRC Plus into the standard DRC flow is minimal.
6.3 DRC Plus vs. Other DFM methods
In this section, we compare DRC Plus to other DFM methods, including DRC,
preferred or yield design rules (YRC), regular or restrictive design rules (RDR), sim-
ulation based layout printability and scoring methods, and simple 2D pattern match-
ing. Through these comparisons, in particular with standard DRC, we illustrate in
more detail, the strength and weaknesses of DRC Plus as a whole.
6.3.1 DRC Plus vs. DRC
As a DFM technique, DRC Plus is most similar to an advanced version of DRC,
as its name implies. It operates directly on the geometry of drawn designs without
any simulation models; it results in the same pass/no-pass check result with an error
marker denoting its location, and a simple description of the fix; and with a high-
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performance 2D-pattern matching engine, its run-time is comparable with that of a
standard DRC rule. In addition, DRC Plus provides new functionality to the design
DRC flow, by directly capturing and reporting marginal 2D situations to design in
a simple, concise manner, as shown in the previous section. In doing so, it improves
on the accuracy of design rule checks as a whole in predicting manufacturability.
The upshot of all this is that DRC Plus has the potential to reduce the cost of
manufacturing by finding potential yield detractors in design before OPC and mask
tape-out, and by allowing layout designers to optimize right to the boundaries. These
points can be illustrated with a simple simulation experiment in which the placement
of 2 contacts are systematically varied in a diagonal corner-to-corner configuration.
Each 2-contact pattern is then passed through the standard mask generation flow,
including target sizing, model-based OPC, and MRC. The resulting mask pattern is
then simulated with a calibrated model to determine final edge placement in resist.
The simulation results are shown in Figure 6.4 (a).
In Figure 6.4 (a), the axes represent the (x,y) placement of the second contact
relative to the first, and each point represents a particular 2-contact pattern. The
shaded color represents the histogram of simulated edge placement error (EPE) in
resist, ranging from no error in white, to poor in grey, to worst error in black. Poor
EPE in resist indicates that both contact holes, by symmetry, print smaller than they
should in resist, and this in turn means that they are both at risk of not forming
a good electrical connection. To avoid this potential yield detractor, it would be
prudent to apply a minimum space DRC using a square metric, as represented by
the thick dashed line labeled Yield DRC in Figure 6.4 (a). Everything to the top and
right of that line meets the minimum space Yield DRC, and consequently, should
have no problems printing based on simulation. However, this Yield DRC rule ignores
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substantial white areas below and to the left of the line, which indicates that it is
safe to push the contacts closer together when the contact pair is nearly vertical or
nearly horizontal. If, instead, the Euclidean space DRC labeled aggressive DRC in
Figure 6.4 (a) were adopted, we could use this extra physical design space when the
contacts are nearly horizontal or vertical, however we would risk manufacturability
problems when the contacts are placed in a diagonal configuration. In an effort to
remain conservative, the choice would seem to favor the use of the so-called Yield
DRC, sacrificing a small amount of design space. However, the fact is that in a vast
majority of instances, minimum space contacts are placed vertically or horizontally
from each other, so that this small amount of design space could impact the total
area of design by several percent.
With DRC Plus, however, this choice is obviated: we can now use the minimum
space aggressive DRC, and then employ pattern matching to capture the undesirable
corner to corner configuration and enforce a much larger minimum space specification
in such cases. This is illustrated in Figure 6.4 (b). The plot in Figure 6.4 (b) is the
same as that in Figure 6.4 (a), but the Yield DRC has been replaced with a DRC Plus
rule. The DRC Plus rule is a combination of a match target pattern with 2 contacts
placed just over minimum space, 45◦ angle with respect to each other, and a preferred
DRC rule with a larger minimum space, to be enforced only on matched patterns.
The set of patterns that match form a region in design space, which in this particular
example, is the diamond-shaped solid line Match Region in Figure 6.4 (b). The size of
the Match Region is determined by the match tolerance parameter of the DRC Plus
rule, which is defined as the maximum allowable percentage area difference, between
the target pattern and the pattern under consideration, for a match to occur. In
general, as the match tolerance becomes larger, the Match Region becomes larger,
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Figure 6.2: An example of a DRC Plus rule.
Figure 6.3: DRC Plus software block diagram.
the match becomes fuzzier, and more patterns are caught by the pattern matching
engine.
In Figure 6.4 (b), the action of standard DRC interacts with DRC Plus as fol-
lows: for all designs that do not match the diagonal contact pattern, i.e., they lie
outside the match region in Figure 6, the aggressive DRC rule is applied. For designs
that match the diagonal contact pattern, i.e. lie inside the Match Region in Figure
6, the preferred DRC for that pattern is applied. As clearly shown in Figure 6.4
(b), the combination of DRC and DRC Plus allows us to apply a simple aggressive
DRC under most conditions, while capturing the manufacturability issues of a par-
ticular 2D configuration. It is certainly possible for an ingenious DRC rule coder
to duplicate the behavior of DRC Plus by implementing a 2D pattern match with
DRC code. However, we assert that using DRCs in this way is difficult and error-
prone, analogous to using garden shears to cut a piece of paper. DRCs are incredibly
powerful for broadly restricting designs to generally manufacturable regions. The
pattern matching used in DRC Plus is useful to enforce specific instances where a




Figure 6.4: Simulated edge placement error (EPE) in resist of various contact place-
ments: (a) standard DRC options; (b) aggressive standard DRC and a
DRC Plus rule.
tions presented in Figure 6.4 (a) and 6.4 (b) are accurate, we include in Figure 6.5
an SEM image of an instance of the diagonal contact pattern at minimum space ag-
gressive DRC with design geometry overlay. This image is made using design-based
metrology automation tools [62], and clearly shows the small contact hole in resist, in
relation to nearby contacts, at a corner of the process window. Ironically, these are
redundant contacts, which probably would have been better left as a single contact.
In summary, DRC Plus can be thought of as a refinement tool in the DRC toolbox
to identify problematic layouts directly in design. DRCs are incredibly powerful for
broadly restricting designs to generally acceptable regions as well as defining a clear,
sharp pass/no-pass criterion. In contrast, DRC Plus applies pattern matching tech-
niques to fine-tune this cutoff in specific instances. Insofar as one specific pattern can
capture a specific manufacturability issue, including mask constraints, lithography
issues, and process issues, DRC Plus can place that knowledge directly in the hands
of layout designers with a simple pattern image, and enforce a preferred DRC rule
specifically in those circumstances.
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6.3.2 DRC Plus vs. Preferred or Yield Design Rules
Quite often, a technology rule deck contains a DRC deck that is enforced, and
a preferred rule deck with less aggressive design rules which are recommended [63].
Conceptually, preferred rules would be applied in non-critical design areas. As a
matter of practice, however, preferred rules are not consistently applied across design
due to a lack of enforcement. Through the use of pattern matching, DRC Plus
provides a mechanism for specifying situations when preferred rules must be applied.
6.3.3 DRC Plus vs. Regular Design Grid or Restrictive Design Rules
(RDR)
There are suggestions that as technology shrinks continue, design rules imposing
highly regular design grids for layout are needed [20; 59]. In effect, the goal is to
completely disallow problematic patterns altogether. The drawback is, of course, the
potential of restricting design flexibility so much that designers cannot effectively
optimize for other challenges of circuit design, such as area or speed. Also, there is
evidence that even on a regular grid, difficult-to-manufacture 2D situations may still
occur. A simple example of this is shown in Figure 6.6, where the optical correction
to tips competes with correction to the poly corners due to limited space on mask,
which leads to bad convergence that can cause greater (30% to 60% more) line-end
pullback than a normal poly tip-to-tip or tip-to-line configuration in single pitch,
single orientation poly layout. In contrast DRC Plus is much more flexible and
specific, requiring preferred design rules to be applied only to known problematic
patterns, and retaining design freedom in all other situations.
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Figure 6.5: SEM image of redundant diagonal contact pair at minimum aggressive
DRC rules.
6.3.4 DRC Plus vs. Simulation-based Layout Printability and Scoring
Methods
A variety of simulation engines have been suggested to more accurately and di-
rectly predict manufacturability, rather than relying on design rules [64; 65]. Based
on simulation of the manufacturing process technology, it is possible to predict with
some certainty how a particular design will print on wafer. One drawback of this ap-
proach is the computational complexity of simulation, which often limits application
of these tools to sub-blocks of the design. Another major drawback is the difficulty in
obtaining an accurate simulation model early enough to significantly impact design,
which often occurs in parallel with process development. Finally, the outputs of these
simulation-based methods typically do not generate simple pass/no-pass criteria, nor
do they offer simple suggestions on how to remedy the design. In contrast, DRC Plus
may be as fast or faster than standard DRC, assuming an efficient pattern matching
engine. The overhead of the pattern matching step is balanced against the com-
plexity reduction in the DRC step, which is only applied to the matched patterns.
Consequently, DRC Plus can easily be applied to the entire design. Since DRC Plus
does not require complex simulation models it can be used early in design/process
development phase. In addition, the output of DRC Plus is in the same format as
DRC, providing a pass/no-pass result with a simple description of the problem and
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how to fix it. The additional knowledge provided by simulation-based tools may be
captured through careful selection of the pattern and the preferred rules. In fact, we
actively use such analysis tools in the creation of DRC Plus rules.
6.3.5 DRC Plus vs. Pattern Matching
A single pattern match cannot determine manufacturability or provide a straight-
forward pass/no-pass criterion. As an example, consider Row 3 of Figure 6.1 in Sec-
tion 6.2. If the center image with 100nm line-end space is used as a pattern, pattern
matching cannot distinguish between the 80nm line-end space, and the 120nm line-
end space. From a match tolerance point of view, as described in Section 6.3, these
two layouts have exactly the same area difference, but they behave very differently
from a manufacturability point of view [61]. In DRC Plus, the additional applica-
tion of a preferred DRC rule on pattern match regions is the means by which pattern
match results may be tied directly to manufacturability and a pass/no-pass criterion.
6.4 Creating DRC Plus Rules
Like DRC, DRC Plus operates strictly on design geometries without any innate
understanding of OPC, resolution enhancement techniques (RET), mask constraints,
OPC, lithography, or process. Just as a minimum space rule is an integration of a
multitude of technology-related issues, the components of a DRC Plus rule are a
summary of these same manufacturability issues for the specified pattern. To this
end, DRC Plus relies on analysis from other sources, including lithography simulators,
layout scoring methods, OPC experience, RET experience and fab experience to
identify undesirable 2D patterns and propose a preferred DRC for those situations. In
particular, we rely heavily on an printability simulation engine for hotspot detection
and simulation analysis [64; 65]. Once a pattern is identified, pattern matching is
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Figure 6.6: Problematic configuration of poly tip to poly corners in regular, single
pitch, single orientation poly design.
applied to any design data available, full-chip if possible, to find similar patterns that
may also be yield detractors. These are each passed through a lithography simulator
to check for hotspots in order of increasing match tolerance. Through this process,
a match tolerance threshold is identified beyond which either no hotspots are found
or patterns become irrelevant.
At this point, based on matched patterns, causes of the hotspots are identified
and preferred rules are checked to resolve the issue at hand, often drawing on exist-
ing DFM recommendations where such exists. A simulated design fix is then applied
to the patterns, which passes the preferred rule, and it is verified through lithogra-
phy simulation that the hotspot has been resolved. The pattern, match tolerance
threshold, and preferred rule are then captured in a DRC Plus rule, and placed in
the technology rule deck to be qualified in a process similar to DRC. The process
described above is largely a manual process with some human judgment involved in
each step, not unlike basic DRCs. Illustrations of some DRC Plus rules we have
identified using this analysis procedure are shown in Figure 6.7. In each figure, a
bright rectangle indicates the pattern, and the critical minimum space and minimum
width are checked using the preferred DRC. Certainly automation of the rule creation




Figure 6.7: Illustrations of DRC Plus rules:(a) close convex corners causing middle
line pinching; (b) small U-shape opening causing middle line pinching;
(c) close landing pad causing bridging.
Table 6.1: DRC Plus runtime and memory usage
Total Runtime Preferred DRC
Layout (one CPU) Pattern Match Memory Usage on Matched Areas
1 DRC Plus rule, M1 full chip 54 min 40 min 400 MB 15 min
15 Poly/M1 clips, full test
chip, pattern match only 60 min 60 min 300 MB N/A
3 M2 clips, full test
chip, pattern match only 5 min 5 min 400 MB N/A
6.5 Runtime Performance of DRC Plus
As DRC Plus adds an extra pattern match step to every preferred DRC rule, it is
reasonable to investigate its impact on the physical verification runtime of design. In
our experience, we find little impact for the most part due to the highly efficient 2D
pattern matching engine used [61]. Table 6.1 reports typical runtimes and memory
usage observed on a single CPU on one of our standard Linux computing clusters.
Clearly the pattern matching engine is highly efficient in both performance and
memory usage, and its resource usage is well within what is expected for full chip
DRC runs. In addition, Row 2 shows that a pattern match operating over the entire
chip compares favorably with the DRC engine, which only measures distances inside
pattern match regions.
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6.6 Summary and Future Work
In summary, we have shown that DRC Plus is a powerful tool for capturing
manufacturability issues in specific 2D situations that are DRC clean. It does so in
an elegant, easy-to-understand fashion, using a combination of fast pattern matching
and enforcement of preferred or yield DRCs. Performance-wise, DRC Plus runtimes
and memory usage is comparable to that of standard DRC. In many ways DRC Plus
is simply an advanced extension of DRC, which is an advantage. For example, the
output of DRC Plus is in the same format as DRC, making it is easy to integrate into
the existing DRC review infrastructure. DRC Plus reduces the huge coding effort
required for checking complex 2D situations and with fuzzy matching it allows further
investigation into close but non-exact matching cases where printability may also be
marginal. The main challenge to the use of DRC Plus is the creation of good high
quality DRC Plus rules and future research into the automation of this process would
be helpful. On the other hand, because the pattern itself limits the applicability of
the DRC Plus rule, there is far less fear of causing unintended consequences than
standard exhaustive DRC rules.
CHAPTER VII
Conclusions and Directions for Future Work
7.1 Conclusions
The aim of this work is to provide solutions to optimize tradeoffs among de-
sign, manufacturability, and cost of ownership posed by technology scaling and sub-
micron lithography. These solutions may take the form of robust circuit designs,
cost-effective resolution technologies, accurate modeling in design flow considering
process variations, and design rules assessment. Though each of these approaches
may be taken separately, the aim will be to make sure that any trade-offs with either
other metrics or steps adopted in the current design flow are effective and justified.
With the framework established for assessing the impact of process variation on
circuit performance, product value, and return on investment for alternative process
improvements, we present results in terms of new metrics such as guardbanding,
parametric yield at selling point, and inferred variation tolerance. This framework
includes a comprehensive taxonomy of variations, and can handle variation differently
with respect to its sources. We use accurate models of correlations and Monte Carlo
techniques based on circuit simulation. Our main conclusions are the following.
1. With technology scaling and ITRS mandated fixed levels of process variability,
delay variation decreases, whether measured as the amount of guardbanding
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required to circumvent it, parametric yield loss, or the inferred variation toler-
ance for a preset design guardbanding.
2. For chips containing one dominant critical path, systematic WID variation
does not affect yield, and design guardbanding is most sensitive to random
D2D variation control.
3. Performance is very sensitive to Leff variation but the sensitivity reduces with
technology scaling due to enhanced velocity saturation and a growing number
of critical paths.
4. Under the same level of process variation, a larger NCP results in a smaller
delay variation but larger delay mean. Because of the shift in delay mean value,
a larger selling point delay is expected.
5. For the same NCP, looser control of CD variability leads to a larger required
design guardbanding accompanied by a larger delay mean value, both of which
show more sensitivity to relaxed process specifications than to tightened specs.
6. The delay distribution shifts to higher means but tighter overall distributions
as the number of critical paths increases but this effect saturates beyond ap-
proximately 10 critical paths.
7. For ASIC designs, reducing NCP is the most effective way to achieve a smaller
average delay.
8. Variability impact can be restricted by innovative design and this may be prefer-
able due to the very costly nature of process improvement techniques.
To reduce the impact of gate CD 3σ variation on chip performance while also
limiting masks costs and the computational complexity of OPC insertion, we have
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implemented a practical flow. In particular we focus on the use of edge placement
errors (EPEs) to drive OPC insertion tools and leverage EPEs as the mechanism to
direct these tools to correct only to the levels required to meet timing specifications.
An iterative linear programming based approach is used to perform slack budgeting
in an efficient manner. This formulation results in a specific slack budget for each
gate that is then mapped to allowable critical dimensions in the standard cell. Finally
EPEs are generated from the CD budget and tags are placed on gates to indicate
to the OPC insertion tool the appropriate level of correction. Results on several
benchmarks ranging from 300 to 34000 cells show up to 20% reduction in MEBES
data volume which is frequently used as a metric for RET complexity. Furthermore,
the runtime of the OPC insertion tool is reduced by up to 39% - this is critical since
running OPC tools at the full-chip level is an extremely time-consuming step during
the physical verification stage of IC design.
There has been unavoidable systematic gate CD variations induced from pitch
size related OPC correction residues, which may cause chip performance degradation
by alternating the top critical paths timing and ordering. We established an auto-
mated flow for post-OPC performance verification. Experimental results on a 90nm
microprocessor show significant changes in post-OPC timing analysis compared to
the traditional methodology of performing final timing analysis before OPC appli-
cation. The number of critical paths increased by 170% while the worst-case slack
violation increased by 36.4%. Among all critical paths found in the post-OPC flow,
21.8% were not reported in the traditional timing analysis. These changes demon-
strate that traditional performance analyses are no longer valid in nanometer-scale
designs that rely on complex resolution enhancement technologies. The methodol-
ogy enables tagging critical gates such as those on critical paths or matching gates so
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that specific corrections can be applied to these gates to achieve better CD control
rather than attempting to reduce gate CD variation in all scenarios. Integrating the
OPC step into the design flow effectively will allow design-time optimizations to be
aware of the manufacturing process and achieve improved performance and yield in
the final as-fabricated design.
Restricted design rules (RDRs) have been suggested as a fundamental prevention
mechanisms to greatly reduce lithography induced variation, at the expense of de-
sign margin. We created an automatic flow to systematically analyze the impact of
several sets of typical RDRs on circuit performance, mask data volume, and para-
metric yield, given a 10% CD variation tolerance budget. The experimental results
show that the range of delay values is quite small over all RDRs (5-10% worst-case
spread) while the area and power impact is somewhat larger (up to 20% spread in
both). The minimum poly diffusion spacing rule of 0.12 µm (“pdsp 12”) in a 130 nm
technology appears to be the most favorable rule to achieve low MEBES data volume
and high yield with acceptable performance. In particular it is useful to compare
the “sp 20” and “pdsp 12” design rules which differ only in the poly diffusion spacing
rule. The latter shows improvements in both data volume and yield with negligible
performance penalties (including better delay in all three studied circuits). Two rules
that increase the minimum line end extension exhibit very similar characteristics and
show excellent robustness to process defocus. The use of bent gates with minimum
size often saves area at the expense of greatly increased data volume and substantial
yield loss. As a result, it is now commonplace to see bent gates prohibited in modern
design rule sets to improve manufacturability. All of the above indicates that there
are good performance arguments to introduce small sets of RDRs in modern processes
to reduce cost of ownership, with limited impact on yield and circuit performance.
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Furthermore, for layers such as upper level metals that only have a second order
impact on performance variation, it is not cost effective to deploy RDRs globally.
To prevent yield detractors due to complex 2D pattern situations, a hybrid flow for
augmenting the standard DRC procedure with pattern matching together with local
RDR enforcement is established. This way, pattern dependent corner cases leading
to yield problems particularly printing difficulties and significant effort in standard
design rules enhancement, can be captured and avoided at an early stage (DRC Plus
adopted design flow).
7.2 Suggestions for Future Work
The EPEMinCorr methodology shows potential for reducing cost of other layers
besides gate poly. Also, in future technologies the EPEMinCorr methodology may
be modified to be driven by bounds on acceptable leakage power rather than by tra-
ditional delay uncertainty constraints. Moreover, this methodology can be extended
for field poly features, which impact performance due to their overlap with the con-
tact layer. Expensive masking layers such as diffusion, contact, metal1 and metal2
may also be aided by this methodology.
Post-OPC process CD annotation can be extended to the metal and contact
layers in order to enable RC extraction from Si-based post-OPC dimensions. Post-
OPC extraction and timing analysis flow will enable design-time optimizations with
more close-to-Si process feedback therefore may achieve improved performance and
yields in the final as-fabricated design.
To reduce variability and detect yield detractor patterns, global RDRs on critical
layers together with locally deployed hybrid RDRs for non-critical layers will greatly
reduce design complexity for 45nm technology and beyond. “DRC Plus” may also
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be used to set allowable design topologies. The challenge would be to develop high
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